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1. DISTRICT PROFILE

Kitutu Masaba Constituency is in Nyamira District.  Nyamira District  is one of 12 districts of the
Nyanza Province of Kenya. 

1.1. Demographic Characteristics

District Population by Sex
Male Female Total

239,851 258,251 498,102

Total  District  Population  Aged  18  years  &
Below

143,973 143,372 287,345

Total District Population Aged Above 18 years 95,878 114,879 210,757

Population Density (persons/Km2) 556

1.2. Socio-Economic Profile

Nyamira District:

• Is one of the most densely  populated districts in the province,  being  ranked 3rd  most densely
populated district in the province;

• Has one of the lowest primary school enrolment rates in the province,  at 72.2%, being  ranked
9th in the province and 34th nationally;

• Is  the  leading  in  secondary  school  enrolment  in  the  province,  having  an  enrolment  rate  of
40.6%, and being ranked 5th nationally;

• Experiences the following main diseases: Malaria, intestinal worms, and diarrhoea diseases.
• Has a 15.9% malnourishment  rate of children under  5 years of age,  being  ranked 9th of 42 of

the nationally ranked districts;
• Has a life expectancy of 45.7 years, being ranked 42 of 45 nationally ranked districts;
• Has an absolute poverty level of 66.74% being ranked 38th of 46 nationally ranked districts;
• Has a 58.81% food poverty level being ranked 31st of 42 nationally ranked districts;
• Has the monthly mean income of Ksh. 5,593, a figure lower than Kenya’s urban average;
• Has 45.10% of its residents accessing clean drinking water; and
• 97.50% of its residents having safe sanitation.

Nyamira  district  has  3  constituencies:  Kitutu  Masaba,  West  Mugirango,  and  North  Mugirango
Borabu Constituencies.  The district’s 3 MPs, each cover on average an area of 299 Km2 to reach
166,034 constituents.  In  the  1997  general  elections,  KANU  won  only  one  of  the  parliamentary
seats.  KANU won the North Mugirango-Borabu  seat  with  49.51%  valid  votes.  KSC  and  FORD-K
won  the  Kitutu  Masaba  and  West  Mugirango  seats  with  48.69%  and  50.60%  valid  votes
respectively. 
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2. CONSTITUENCY PROFILE

2.1. Demographic Characteristics

Constituency Population  by
Sex

Total Area  Km2 Density
(persons/Km2)

172,136 252.80 680.9

2.2. Socio-Economic Profile

The  main  economic  activities  are  production  of  coffee,  tea,  and  pyrethrum.  In  addition,  dairy
farming is undertaken.

2.3. Electioneering and Political Information

This is an opposition stronghold. In the 1992 and 1997 general  elections,  KSC won with 64.82%
and  48.69%  valid  votes  respectively.  The  MP’s personal  stand  on  national  issues,  coupled  with
his eloquence on a variety of issues, has put him in good stead. The MP, heads the Kenya Social
Congress, of which he is the only MP. In 2002, FORD People won the seat.

2.4. 1992 General Election Results

1992 TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 42,690

CANDIDATE PARTY VOTES % VALID VOTES

George Anyona KSC 15,637 64.82

Walter Nyambati KANU 4,805 19.92

Francis Manyibe DP 1,803 7.47

Abuya Abuya FORD-K 1,383 5.73

Erasto Moseti FORD-A 496 2.06

Total Valid Votes 24,124 100.00

Rejected Votes -

Total Votes Cast 24,124

% Turnout 56.51

% Rejected/Cast 0.00
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2.5. 1997 General Election Results

1997 TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 50,037

CANDIDATE PARTY VOTES % VALID VOTES

George Moseti Anyona KSC 14,653 48.69

Samson M.N Okioma FORD-K 6,487 21.56

Nelson G. Simba KANU 6,095 20.25

Francis O. Manyibe DP 1,162 3.86

Elijah N. Mamboleo FORD-P 687 2.28

Hezron O. Kiage NDP 537 1.78

Augustus H.O. Momanyi SDP 471 1.57

Total Valid Votes 30,092 100.00

Rejected Votes 605

Total Votes Cast 30,697

% Turnout 61.35

% Rejected/Cast 1.97

2.6. Main Problems

Poor roads, most of which are earth roads that become impassable during heavy rains.  The area
MP, George  Anyona campaigned  for  the  tarmacking  of  the  Chemosit-Nyamira-Kisii  road,  which
has  since  stalled  and  remains  currently  incomplete.  The  MP,  in  addition,  rarely  conducts
Harambees, claiming that the government  is duty bound to provide infrastructure,  and  services
to the taxpayers. 

3. CONSTITUTION MAKING/REVIEW PROCESS

3.1. Constituency Constitutional Forums (CCFs)

3.1.1. Philosophy

The  Constituency  Constitutional  Forum  (CCF)  plays  a  very  significant  role  in  the  review  of  the
constitution.  It  is  designated  as  one  of  the  organs  ‘  through  which  the  review  process  shall  be
conducted’  -  (sec.  4(1)  of  the  Constitution  of  Kenya  Review  Act,  Cap.3A).  The  importance
attached  to  the  CCF  arises  from  the  recognition  of  the  need  to  involve  the  people  fully  in  the
review  of  the  constitution.  Only  through  such  participation  of  the  public  will  the  new
constitution reflect  the preferences,  hopes and aspirations of the  people.  It  would  also  increase
people’s knowledge  of constitutional  issues,  and facilitate  their  familiarity  with the provisions  of
the  new  constitution.  Additionally,  the  process,  enhances  the  legitimacy  of  the  constitution
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among Kenyans and their  sense of ownership over it.  In these  ways  the  proper  implementation
and safeguarding of the constitution will be facilitated.

3.1.2. Composition and Establishment

The 1997 Review Act had provided for district  forums ‘to mobilize  communities  at the local  level
for the purpose of civic education in preparation for the Commission’s work and to perform such
other  duties as the Commission may assign’ - (sec.  12A (6).  The District  Forums were to  consist
of members elected  to represent  locations,  religious organizations,  and the disabled,  in addition
to MPs and members of every local  authority  in the district.  The Act contained several  provisions
prescribing minimum qualifications for membership and regulating the operations of the District
Forums.

The Select Committee of the National Assembly, which reviewed the Act in early 2000, decided to
replace the District  Forums with Constituency Forums to get  views ‘ directly  from  the  people  in
the  constituency  without  necessarily  going  through  the  rigors  of  an  election  to  determine  the
members  of  the  forum’.  It  thought  that  this  would  provide  for  a  more  popular  form  of
participation.  It  recommended  on  the  simplification  of  the  forum  to  avoid  elections.  The  Select
Committee  envisaged  the  constituency  forum  as  and  ‘open  forum  with  no  specific  structures’,
which  should  be  ‘  flexible  and  easy  to  manage’.  Its  opinion  was  that  the  ‘existing  leadership
comprising Members of Parliament, councilors, community based organizations,  religious groups
and individuals should be able  to present  views  and  opinions  directly  from  the  grassroots’  (The
Report  of  the  Parliamentary  Select  Committee  Reviewing  the  Constitution  of  Kenya  Review
Act,1997,  April  2000).  It  removed  the  regulatory  powers  of  the  Commission  over  the  forum,  its
role  being  confined  to  the  ‘facilitation’  of  the  forum.  It  also  changed  the  function  of  the  forum
from the facilitation of civic education to also include facilitation and the collection of the views of
the public on proposals to alter the constitution.

In view of the limited role  of  the  CKRC  in  the  establishment  of  the  CCF’s,  the  CKRC  prepared
and gazette  Guidelines  for the operationalization of the constituency constitutional  forums. The
Guidelines stipulated that all the residents of a constituency would constitute the CCF. The CCF
is  described  as  one  of  the  organs  ‘  through  which  the  review  process  shall  be  conducted’  -
(sec.4(1)). The CCF was thus one of the principal ways in which the views of the public were to be
obtained.

In  order  to  coordinate  and  facilitate  the  activities  of  the  CCF,  a  Constituency  Constitutional
Committee  (CCC)  was to be  established.  The  Guidelines  proposed  its  membership  to  consist  of
10 persons,  of which three  would be ex-officio:  the local  MP, the chair of the County Council  in
which the constituency is located,  and the District  Coordinator.  The  Guidelines  stated  that  the
membership would be as broad and representative  of the people  of the constituency as possible
and recommended that at least a third of the committee should be women. 

3.1.3. Functions of CCF
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• Facilitation  of  collection  of  the  views  of  the  public  at  the  constituency  level  on  proposals  to
alter the constitution; and

• Debate  and  discussion  of  the  views  of  the  members  of  the  public  on  proposals  to  alter  the
constitution.

In  performance  of  these  functions,  the  CKRC  was  required  to  visit  all  constituencies  (Sec.18
(1)(a)).

3.1.4. Functions of CCC

• The  functions  of  the  CCC  were  mainly  facilitative  and  advisory,  the  primary  aim  being  to
enhance the effective participation in the ownership of the constitution review process by the
people at the constituency level;

• The  CCC  was  also  mandated  to  promote,  facilitate  and  monitor  civic  education  at  the
constituency level in collaboration with the District Coordinator and civic education providers;

• Additionally,  the  CCC  had  to  ensure  that  the  constituency  had  access  to  all  information
relevant to the review process in coordination with District Documentation centers; and

• Finally, the CCC was also mandated with the task of dissemination of the report  of the CKRC.
It was to be assisted in this by the District Coordinator, who was also its accounting officer,  in
relation to funds that were made available to it by CKRC.

It is important to emphasize that the Guidelines were advisory, and the local community was free
to modify them to suit local  circumstances.  For example,  the size  of the CCC could be increased
when and if adequate representation and diversity required it.

3.1.5. Date of Commencement of Work

The  Constituency  Constitutional  Forum  (CCF)  was  to  run  for  an  initial  period  commencing
November  2001  up  to  September  2002.  Accordingly,  each  Constituency  Constitutional
Committee (CCC) should have been constituted at the very latest  by the end of November 2001.
The Constituency Constitutional Forum was to be operational by that time.

3.2. District Coordinators

3.2.1. Mandate/Terms of Reference

• Be the local grass root representative;
• Perform the generalization activities in the district;
• Be  in  charge  of  the  documentation  center/s  in  the  district,  facilitate  its/their  respective

management,  ensuring  they  are  stocked  and  are  easily  accessible  to  the  public  and  also
organize their safety and security;

• Gathering  any  relevant  local  information  and  materials  for  the  purpose  of  constitution
making;

• Facilitate  the  identification,  classification  and  organization  of  the  physical  and  electronic
retrieval and dissemination of information and materials for constitution making;

• Supply such information needed by local constituency forums and committees;
• Liaise with other documentation centers nearby and others for information;
• In collaboration with constituency committees, identify and arrange venues for public  hearing

whenever the CKRC visits the constituencies in their area;
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• Facilitate regular  meetings  of the constituency committees and  involve  local  people  as  much
as possible in discussing constitutional issues;

• Source and identify other  key personnel  that the CKRC may wish to consult  or engage  in its
work;

• Identify  and  arrange  for  simultaneous  local  translations,  sign  language  users,  procurement
and  hiring  of  public  address  systems,  transport  and  communication  facilities  for  CKRC’s
meetings in the district;

• Monitor the implementation of civic education by civic education providers in the district;
•  Facilitate the formation of constituency  committees  with  guidance  and  assistance  of  CKRC;

and
• Perform any other tasks as directed by CKRC.

3.2.2.    Criteria for Appointment

• Diversity in the composition,  taking  into  account  ethnicity,  age,  religion  and  professional  or
occupational background; and

• Appointees had at least attained Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education or its equivalent.

4. CIVIC EDUCATION

Civic education in the constitution was carried out between 1ST February 2002 and 14th May 2002

4.1. Phases in civic education

Stage 1 is the only  phase that has been covered.  This is the stage preceding  collection of  views.
This stage dealt  with  information,  knowledge,  skills  and  virtues  that  enabled  Kenyans  have  an
informed choice and present their views on constitutional review.

4.2. Issues and areas covered 

• Issues and questions for public hearings
• Constitution; definition, types and models
• Roles and functions of national constitution
• Constitution making process in Kenya 
• Issues and questions for public hearings 
5. CONSTITUENCY PUBLIC HEARINGS.

5.1. Logistical details

1. Date and Number of Days for Public Hearings
a) Date(s): 12th and 13th June 2002
a) Total Number of Days: 2

2. Venue
a) Number of Venues: 2
a) Venue(s):        1)        Tombe Girls Secondary School

          2)        Rigoma Divisional Hall

3. Panels
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a.        Commissioners

                         1.Com. Charles Maranga        
                        2.Com. Keriako Tobiko 
                       3.Com: Alice Yano

b.        Secretariat

                   1.Maimuna Mwidau            -        Programme Officer 
                    2.Dominic    Osoro              -        Ass.  Programme Officer
                      3.Emma  Kamunga                   -        Verbatim Recorder

5.2. Attendance Details

Category Details Number

Number of People Who Presented 229

Sex
Male 41

Female 3

Presenter Type

Individual 258

Institutions 9

Not Stated 6

Educational Background

Primary Level 74

Secondary/High School Level 173

College 4

University 13

None 2

Not Stated 7

Form of Presentation

Memoranda 3

Oral 150

Written 95

Oral + Memoranda 7

Oral + Written 15

Not Stated 3
5.3. Concerns and Recommendations

The  following  are  the  recommendations  made  by  the  presenters  in  Kitutu  Masaba.  The
recommendations  were  collated  around  43  areas  of  concern,  from  the  Preamble  to  National
integrity/identity.  Only  areas  where  recommendations  were  made  in  the  constituency  are
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covered.  The  numbers  in  parentheses  represent  the  number  of  times  the  recommendation
(bulleted)  was  made,  either  orally  or  through  written  memoranda.  Each  count  on  a  specific
recommendation was picked from an individual,  a group or  an  organization.  Where  a  presenter
made  different  recommendations  on  the  same  area  of  concern,  each  recommendation  was
counted separately.  Where  no number appears in  parentheses,  the  recommendation  was  made
only once.

5.3.1  PREAMBLE

• The preamble should be simple and clear.
• The constitution should have a preamble. (10)
• The preamble should state that Kenya is a God fearing country.
• The preamble should express the Sovereignty of all Kenyans.
• The preamble should state that Kenya should always be a democratic state.
• The preamble should spell out the broad socio-economic values of the Kenyan state.
• The preamble should embody protection of individual rights and national goals.
• The preamble should start as “we the people of Kenya”.

5.3.2 DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY.

• The constitution should retain Harambee spirit as our national motto. (3)
• The  constitution  should  have  statements  capturing  the  national  philosophy  and  guiding

principle.
• The constitution should entrench the principle of unity, liberty, justice and peace. (3)
• The constitution should provide 
• The constitution should have democratic principles like justice for all. (2)
• The constitution should promote democracy and rule of law.
• The constitution should reflect Kenyans important values. (2)
• The constitution should promote national unity.
• The constitution should provide that the law should apply in a non-discriminatory manner  to

all Kenyans.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  individual  rights  are  protected;  our  national  goal  is  to

fight poverty, disease and illiteracy.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  strict  observation  of  the  doctrine  of  separation  of

power by the government of the day. (2)
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5.3.3 CONSTITUTIONAL SUPREMACY.

• The constitution should provide for its supremacy over all other laws in the country.
• The  constitution  should  retain  the  rule  of  65%  majority  vote  for  the  amendment  of  the

constitution.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  65%  majority  vote  for  the  amendment  of  the

constitution should be changed to 85% majority vote.
•  The constitution should limit the powers of the parliament to amend the constitution.
• The constitution should empower the parliament to amend the constitution.
• The constitution should be reviewed after every five years.
• The constitution should empower the parliament to amend any part of the constitution.
• The  constitution  should  emphasize  that  parliament  shall  not  have  the  power  to  amend  the

constitution. 
• The constitution should  provide  that  a  constitutional  amendment  should  only  be  through  a

public referendum. (8)
• The constitution should provide for the civil servants to conduct referendum.
• The constitution should provide that the constitution review commission of Kenya to conduct

public referendum when amending the constitution.
• The constitution should provide that a commission of members of parliament should conduct

referendum.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  any  one  who  tries  to  change  the  constitution  for  his

benefit should be punished.

5.3.4 CITIZENSHIP.

• The constitution should confer  to all  persons  born  of  Kenyan  parents  automatic  citizenship.
(3)

• The constitution should confer citizenship to all people born in Kenya.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyan  citizenship  should  also  be  acquired  by

registration. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyan  citizenship  should  also  be  acquired  by

naturalization. (2)
• The constitution should confer automatic citizenship to all persons who have stayed in Kenya

for a continuous period of more than five years.
• The  constitution  should  confer  automatic  citizenship  to  all  persons  legally  married  to  a

Kenyan citizen irrespective of gender. (4)
• The  constitution  should  confer  citizenship  to  children  born  in/outside  Kenya  by  Kenyan

citizen parents.
• The constitution should confer  automatic citizenship  to children  born  of  one  Kenyan  parent

regardless of gender. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyans  should  have  a  right  to  live  anywhere  in  the

country. (4)
• The constitution should provide that Kenyans should have the right to vote.
• The constitution should provide for Kenyans to have the right to own land.
• The constitution should that all Kenyans should have the right to be equal before the law. (2)
• The constitution should provide that every Kenyan should have the right  to  personal  liberty,

own property and protection from inhuman treatment.
• The constitution should  provide  that  the  right  and  obligation  of  Kenyan  should  not  depend
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on the manner of acquiring citizenship.  (2)
• The constitution should not allow dual citizenship.
• The constitution should allow dual citizenship. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  passport,  birth  certificate,  national  identity  cards  and  if

married a marriage certificate to be carried as proof of citizenship. (4)
• The  constitution  should  abolish  the  use  of  ethnic/tribal  references  in  government  records

especially during registration of persons.

5.3.5 DEFENSE AND NATIONAL SECURITY.

• The constitution should provide for a joint staff commission to advise the president on military
issues.

• The constitution should provide for the abolition of the paramilitary wing GSU.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  employment  in  the  armed  forces  should  be  done  on

quarter basis.
• The constitution should establish disciplined forces. (2)
• The constitution should provide that the recruitment  of police  officers should be according to

the ability of the candidate.
• The constitution should provide for the adequate training of the police force.
• The constitution should provide that recruitment into the disciplined forces be done on merit,

and the number of required recruits per district should be published to stop corruption
• The constitution should ensure that employment  in the armed forces be done on quota basis

to ensure that national defense force is established.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  court  martial  to  continue  disciplining  the  armed

forces. (2)
• The constitution should provide that the president  should be the Commander in Chief  of the

armed forces. (2)
• The constitution should not provide for the president  to be the commander of Commander in

Chief of the armed forces. (4)
• The constitution should provide for  the  prime  minister  to  be  the  commander  in  chief  of  the

armed forces.
• The constitution should provide for the chief  of general  staff  to be the commander in chief  of

armed forces but not the president.
• The constitution should provide that the president should have the power to declare  a state of

emergency.
• The constitution should not provide for the executive  to have exclusive powers to declare  war.

(4)
• The constitution should provide for the prime minister to declare the state of emergency.
• The constitution should provide that the prerogative of declaring a      state of emergency shall

be exercised by the president  provide that the army should help  the police  in  fighting  crime
and be involved in other activities.

• The  constitution  should  permit  use  of  extraordinary  powers  in  emergency  situations  e.g.
wars, national disaster etc.

• The constitution should permit the use of extraordinary powers in emergency situations. 
• The constitution should empower the parliament to invoke emergency powers
• The constitution should permit the executive to invoke emergency powers.
• The constitution should not provide for the executive to invoke the emergency powers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  parliament  to  approve  the  presidents  invoking  of
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emergency powers by a majority vote of 65%.
• The constitution should provide that military personnel should strictly  be confined to military

duties.
• The constitution should provide that no decisions affecting national  policy on defense  should

be made without the approval of parliament.
• The constitution should provide that one third of National  Assembly members shall  have  the

power to veto a declaration of war or a state of emergency by the chief executive.
• The constitution should provide that the prime minister  and the cabinet  should be in charge

of the army and declaring a state of emergency.
• The constitution should provide for the parliament to have a more active role  in effecting  the

emergency powers.
• The constitution should provide that military personnel  should be engaged in other  activities

such as repairing of bad roads since they are idle.
• The constitution should provide for the military forces to distribute relief supplies, medical aid

and other state projects.

5.3.6     POLITICAL PARTIES.

• The  constitution  should  provide  broad  guidelines  requiring  that  political  parties  have  a
development focus. (2)

• The  constitution  should  provide  broad  guidelines  requiring  that  political  parties  have  a
national outlook.

• The constitution should  provide  for  the  political  parties  to  serve  as  watchdogs  to  parliament
and government

• The constitution should provide broad guidelines for the formation, management and conduct
of political parties. (5)

• The constitution should limit the number of political parties in the country to three. (11)
• The constitution should limit the number of political parties to two. (2)

• The constitution should limit the number of political parties to four, (4)
• The constitution should limit the number of political parties.
• The constitution should provide for the political  parties to be financed by the government.

(8)
• The constitution should provide for the political parties to be financed by the state. (3)
• The constitution should  provide  for  the  political  parties  to  be  funded  from  public  coffers.

(5)
        •        The constitution should provide for public  funding of political  parties as long as such

parties have representation in parliament and have a demonstrable substantial following.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  being  financed  by  the  government

should be accountable and produce audited accounts.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  conditions  for  financing  the  political  parties

should depend on the parties’ performance in parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  political  parties  to  be  financed  by  the

state/government should have national outlook and have audited accounts. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  political  parties  to  advice  the  government  on

governance. State should not favor any political party.
• The constitution should provide that all candidates aspiring for presidency should be given

full security during the elections period. (3)
• The constitution should provide for the protection of  all  political  parties  especially  during
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elections.
• The constitution should provide that the president should be non-partisan. (2)
• The constitution should provide for all political party leaders to have freedom of movement.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  be  given  more  air  time  and

more so the opposition on K.B.C. (3)
•         The  constitution  should  make  provision  for  equal  access  to  the  state  media  for

campaign purposes, by all registered political parties.
• The constitution should provide that the state and political parties should work together  as

partners for development of the nation. (4)

5.3.7 STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT.

• The constitution should retain the presidential system of government. (3)
• The constitution should  provide  for  the  adoption  of  parliamentary  system  of  government.

(5)
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  parliamentary  system  of  government  with  a

prime minister as the head of government. (5)
• The constitution should create the post of a prime minister. (3)

        •         The constitution should provide for a parliamentary system of government  in which
the National Assembly chooses the Prime Minister.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  be  the  leader  of
government and he should be from the winning party. (3)

• The constitution should provide for the prime minister to be the head of government. (3)
• The constitution should empower the prime minister to appoint ministers.
• The constitution should provide for president who should be the head of government.
• The constitution should provide for the president who should be the head of the state. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  have  ceremonial  powers,

receiving dignitaries, presiding  over state opening  of parliament and awarding honors and
medals.

• The constitution should provide for the adoption of a hybrid system of government.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  Kenya  to  have  the  post  of  prime  minister  with

executive powers.
• The constitution should provide for a Unitary system of government. (5)

        •        The constitution should provide for a Unitary system of government with a ceremonial
President and an executive Prime Minister.

• The constitution should not provide for a Majimbo system of               government. (5)
• The constitution should provide for a federal system of government. (2) 
• The  constitution  should  not  provide  for  a  Majimbo  system  of  government,  as  it  would

hinder national integration.
        •        When the constitution provides for a Majimbo system of government, the sub-national

units should correspond to the boundaries of current provinces.
        •         The constitution should provide for a government  of National  Unity composed of all

parliamentary political parties.
        •        The constitution should provide that where a government  of National  Unity is formed,

the nominee of the party with the majority of seats in parliament should become the Prime
Minister.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  power  should  be  devolved  to  provinces,  district  and
local authority from the central government. (2)
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• The constitution should provide for the creation of regional assemblies.
• The constitution should provide that people should directly elect the vice president. (12)
• The constitution should provide  that  the  vice  president  should  be  a  running  mate  of  the

president. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  president  to  be  appointed  by  the  members  of

parliament. (6)
• The constitution should provide for the chief justice to elect the vice president.

        •         The constitution should  provide  that  if  the  president  is  a  man,  the  Vice  president
should be a woman and vice versa. (3)

• The constitution should provide for the Attorney General to be appointed by the president.
(4)

• The constitution should provide for the AG serve for 5 to 10 years (2)
• The constitution should provide for the AG to be appointed by the parliament. (6)
• The constitution should provide for the AG to serve for a period of six years.

5.3.8 THE LEGISLATURE

• The constitution should give Parliament power to vet all constitutional appointments.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  parliament  to  vet  all  presidential  appointees,

including ministers, AG etc. (7)
• The constitution should provide for the parliament to vet all senior appointments. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  parliament  to  vet  the  appointments  of  cabinet

ministers and vice chancellors.
• The constitution should provide for the  parliament  to  vet  the  appointment  of  commander

in chief of armed forces, commissioner of police, of prisons, PSs, heads of parastatals.
• The  constitution  should  not  provide  for  the  parliament  to  vet  the  appointment  of

ambassadors.
• The  constitution  should  give  Parliament  sole  power  of  approval  of  public  expenditure  as

well as the salaries of MPs.
• The  constitution  should  give  Parliament  power  to  supervise  the  Judicial  Service

Commission and the Public Service Commission.
• The constitution should provide for the  expansion  of  the  functions  of  parliament  like  the

appointment of ministers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  party  that  sponsored  an  MP  to  the  parliament

should be given powers to fire him for offence committed at constituency level.
• The constitution should give Parliament power to control its own calendar. (7)

        •        The constitution should give Parliament power to control  its own operations through
the standing orders. (4)

• The constitution should provide that being an MP should be a full time occupation. (4)
• The constitution should provide that being an MP should not be a full time occupation. (2)
• The constitution should provide that the president should not be above 60 years.
• The constitution should provide that the president should be 35 to 70 years. (2)
• The constitution should provide that the president should be between 40 and 70 years old.
• The constitution should provide that the voting age should be 18 years. (3)
• The constitution should retain the contesting age for the president to be 35 years.

        •         The constitution should provide that the president  must be between 45-70 years of
age.
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        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  be  between  30  and  60
years

        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  be  between  30  and  55
years.

• The constitution should provide for a code of conduct for MPs.
• The constitution should introduce ethical and moral qualifications for MPs. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  MPs  should  be  disciplined  if  they  do  not  attend  all

sittings in parliament.
• The constitution should provide that MPs  should  be  punished  severally  when  they  break

the laws they have made.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  MPs  should  be  morally  upright  and  have  high

integrity.
• The  constitution  should  give  voters  the  right  to  recall  non-performing  MPs  by  way  of

petition,  referendum  or  collection  of  a  required  number  of  signatures  from  the  MPs
constituency.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  M.Ps  who  do  not  visit  their           constituencies
should be voted out by a 1\3 of constituency members.

• The constitution should provide for electorates  to recall  their  MP who  are  not  performing.
(14)

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  MPs  to  act  on  the  basis  of  conscience  and
conviction or instructions from their constituents. (4)

• The constitution should provide for the MPs to serve for two terms of five years each. (2)
• The constitution should debar MPs from legislating their own remuneration. (3)

        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  an  independent  commission  to  decide  on  the
salaries of MPs. (3) 

• The constitution should provide for the reduction and taxation of MPs salaries. (4)
• The constitution should provide for the parliamentary committee  to determine  the salaries

of MPs. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  number  of  people  they  represent  should

determine the salaries of MPs.
•  The constitution should abolish nomination of MPs
• The constitution should retain the concept of nominated MPs for special groups.
• The constitution should provide for that nomination of MPs should be done by parliament.
• The constitution should retain the concept of nominated MPs. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  nominated  MPs  should  not  be  appointed  as

ministers  and  the  candidate  who  has  failed  in  an  election  should  not  be  nominated  to
parliament.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  nominated  MPs  should  not  be  made  the  speaker,
minister or their assistants in parliament.

• The constitution should provide that some seats be retained in parliament for women. (4)
•  The  constitution  should  allow  women  to  contest  as  independent  candidates  to  increase

their participation.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  there  should  be  rules  that  govern  the  conduct  of

parliamentarians.
• The constitution should allow coalition government. (10)
• The constitution should retain multi-part system. (4)
• The constitution should provide for two chambers of parliament. (2)
• The constitution should provide for one chamber of parliament.  
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        •        The constitution should provide for a bi-cameral  parliamentary system with an upper
house  of  elected  MPs  and  a  lower  house  composed  of  representatives  of  special  interest
groups and regions.

        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  two-chamber  parliament.  The  Upper  House
should comprise five members from each,  of  the  country’s eight  provinces  and  should  be
charged with the duty of supervising the president.

        •        The constitution should give Parliament power to impeach the president  by a vote of
no confidence in parliament. (9)

        •        The constitution should give parliamentary committees the power to prosecute.
        •        The constitution should provide that MPs should not be pension able.
        •        The constitution should provide that MPs have public offices in their constituencies.

• The constitution should not empower the president  have  power  to  veto  over  legislation  in
parliament. (2)

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  president  to  have  the  power  to  veto  legislation
passed by parliament. (3)

• The constitution should empower the parliament to override the presidents’ veto. (2)
• The constitution should provide that the president  should  not  have  the  power  to  dissolve

parliament. (11)
•  The constitution should not provide for the elections of MPs to be staggered.
• The constitution should provide for a youth representative in parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliamentary  proceedings  be  broadcasted  live  on

radio.
• The constitution should empower parliament to elect the vice              president.
• The constitution should empower parliament to be the supreme arm of the government.
• The constitution should empower parliament to borrow money for the country and not the

president.
• The constitution should allow MPs to have constituency offices. (4)
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5.3.9 THE EXECUTIVE.

• The  constitution  should  provide  a  minimum  qualification  of  a  university  degree  for  a
presidential candidate. (4)

• The  constitution  should  provide  a  minimum  qualification  of  form  four  certificates  for  a
presidential candidate.

• The constitution should provide that the presidential  candidate should be morally  upright
person and should be fluent in English and Kiswahili. (2)

• The constitution should provide that the president  should serve a  maximum  two  five-year
terms. (18)

• The constitution should provide for the president to serve for two terms of four years.
• The constitution should provide for the president to serve for six years.
• The constitution should provide that the president should serve for one 4-year term.
• The constitution should limit the duties of the president to appoint cabinet ministers
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  not  appoint  ministers,  they

should be chosen by the public.
• The constitution should empower the president  to appoint  ministers  and  their  assistants.

(4)
• The  constitution  should  empower  the  president  to  appoint  ambassadors  and  high

commissioners and permanent secretaries. (2)
• The constitution should empower the president  to appoint  chancellor  and vice chancellor.

(2)
• The constitution should empower the president  to approve the appointments  made by the

prime minister.
• The constitution should provide that the president should be subject to the law. (14)

        •        The constitution should reduce the powers of the president. (40)
• The constitution should not provide for the president to appoint magistrates.
• The constitution should provide for the reduction of the president’s salary and allowances.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  presidential  appointees  must  have  a  security  of

tenure.
• The constitution should provide for the president  to  appoint  the  vice  president,  ministers

and their assistants.
        •         The constitution should provide a code of conduct for the  President  and  the  Prime

Minister.
        •         The constitution should provide for the removal of the president  due to misconduct

through impeachment. (11)
• The constitution should provide for the parliament to be independent of the executive. (8)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  executive  to  work  in  consultation  with  the

legislature.
• The constitution should provide that the president should also be an elected M.P. (3)

        •        The constitution should provide that the president should not be an elected MP. (6)
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  must  attend  all  parliamentary

sittings.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  presidential  appointments  be  vetted  by

parliament.
        •        The constitution should provide that the president must be a Kenyan by birth.
        .•         The  constitution  should  make  provisions  for  the  overhaul  of  the  provincial

administration to ensure its efficiency.
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        •         The  constitution  should  abolish  the  provincial  administration  structure  of
government. (11)

        •         The constitution should provide that the provincial  administration be abolished and
its role should be taken over by the local government.

        •         The constitution should provide that provincial  administration officers be elected  by
popular vote. (4)

        •        The constitution should provide that the Chief  and the Assistant Chief  be elected  by
popular vote by members of the respective administrative location. (23)

• The constitution should provide for the  chiefs  and  assistant  chiefs  to  be  transferred  from
time to time. (10)

• The constitution should retain the provincial administration. (4)
• The constitution should provide that chiefs and assistant chiefs  should have a degree  from

a recognized university.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  post  of  the  chief  be  abolished  and  his/her

functions done by the area councilor
• The constitution should replace the provincial administration with          district  governors

to be elected to the district assembly.
• The constitution should provide for 14 ministries only.
• The constitution should provide for the reduction of district officers.
• The constitution should the number of ministries to 16. (3)
• The constitution should provide that the number of ministries to be only 11 ministries
• The constitution should limit the number of ministries to fifteen.
• The constitution should limit the number of ministries to eight only.
• The constitution should provide that there should be 32 assistant ministries.
• The constitution should provide village elders with remunerations.

5.3.10 THE JUDICIARY.

        •        The constitution should provide for the independence of the judiciary. (3)
• The constitution should provide for a supreme court. (5)

        •        The constitution should provide for the establishment  of a permanent  constitutional
court.

• The constitution should provide for the judicial  officers to be appointed by the parliament.
(9)

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  chief  justice  and  other  judicial  officers  to  be
appointed by the president and approved by the parliament. (2)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  public  service  commission  to  appoint  the  chief
justice.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  appointment  of  judges  should  be  approved  by  two
thirds of the Members of Parliament.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  judges  be  appointed  by  a  commission  composed  of
senior and more experienced judges.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  judicial  officers  be  a  law  graduates  from
recognized university. (2)

• The constitution should provide for security of tenure for judicial officers. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  retirement  of  judges  to  be  at  55  years  and  not  75

years.
• The constitution should provide for judicial officers to have security of tenure of five years.
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• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  judicial  officers  to  be  disciplined  by  a  committee
set up by parliament.

• The constitution should provide for a Judicial Commission elected by the people  to oversee
the functioning of the Judiciary.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  kadhi  court  to  handle  other  matters  related  to
Islamic laws other than marriage.

• The constitution should provide for the kadhis court to have appellate jurisdiction.
• The constitution should provide for the judiciary to be independent of the executive. (8)
• The  constitution  should  not  provide  for  the  judicial  powers  to  be  vested  exclusively  on

courts.
• The constitution should provide for the judicial powers to be vested exclusively on courts.  

        •        The constitution should provide for the independence of private prosecutors.
        •        The constitution should provide for Mobile courts.

• The constitution should provide that cases should not stay for long in courts,  they  should
be finalized within 60 days.

• The constitution should provide that judicial proceedings be done within 3 months.
• The constitution should provide for the magistrates not to extend cases in courts.
• The constitution should  ensure  that  there  is  free  and  fair  judgments  given  in  the  courts

without discrimination.
• The constitution should provide that courts ensure proper                investigation has been

done and concrete evidence adduced before         convicting.
        •        The constitution should provide for a levy- free access to judicial service.
        •        The constitution should stipulate  that application and filing  fees should as much as

possible be pegged at a rate affordable to the common person.
• The constitution should provide  that  the  government  should  give  legal  aid  to  the  poor  in

criminal proceedings.
• The constitution should provide a constitutional right to legal aid. (2)
• The constitution should provide a provision for judicial review.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  village  elders  and  local  council  of  elders  to  paid

salaries by the government. (11)
• The constitution should provide for the council elders to have form fours level of education.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  council  of  elders  in  the  village  to  deal  with  local

cases. 
 

5.3.11 LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

        •         The constitution should provide that all  elective  positions  in  the  local  government,
including  the  position  of  the  mayor  and  the  chair  of  the  Country  Council,  be  filled  by
direct popular elections. (8)

        •        The constitution should provide that all local authority by-laws be adopted by way of a
referendum.

        •         The constitution  should  provide  that  Mayors  and  Chair  of  County  Council  serve  a
maximum of five-year term. (3)

• The constitution should provide for mayor and council  chairmen to  serve  for  two  terms  of
five years. 

        •         The constitution  should  provide  that  Mayors  and  Chair  of  County  Council  serve  a
maximum of a single one-year term.

•  The constitution should provide that local authorities should be           autonomous. (3)
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• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  local  council  to  continue  to  operate  under  the
central government. (2)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  councilors  should  have  form  four  or  secondary
education certificate. (9)

• The constitution should provide language test for councilors. (2)
• The constitution should abolish language test for councilors.

        •        The constitution should give mayors and councilors limited executive power.
        •         The constitution should provide for the funding  of  Local  authorities  by  the  central

government.
• The constitution should introduce moral and ethical qualifications for councilors. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  people  to  have  a  right  to  recall  their  non-performing

councilors. (2)
• The constitution should provide for the local  council  service commission  to  determine  the

remuneration of councilors. (2)
• The constitution should provide for nominated councilors. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  rules  to  govern  conducts  of  councilors  in  a  multiparty

state. (2)
• The constitution should provide for the president  or minister  for local  government  to have

the power to dissolve councils.
• The constitution should not provide for the president  or the minister  for local  government

to dissolve the councils.
        •        The constitution should limit the power of the Ministry of local government to dissolve

local councils.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  local  government  to  own  land  according  to  lands

act.
• The constitution should provide that the local  councils  should not make people  pay  rents

for plots that are not developed.
• The constitution should provide  that  trade  licenses  should  only  be  issued  for  a  period  of

one year.

5.3.12 THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM AND PROCESS

        •        The constitution should practice representative electoral system. (3)
• The constitution should not retain simple majority rule as the basis of winning an election.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  women  to  participate  more  effectively  in  the

parliamentary elections.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  process  should  be  designed  in  such

away  as  to  increase  the  participation  of  women  in  parliament  and  local  authorities
elections.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  in  a  presidential  election,  the  winning  candidate
must  get  50%  of  the  total  votes  cast.  In  the  event  that  this  is  not  achieved  in  the  first
contest,  a  run-off  of  the  first  two  candidates  with  highest  number  of  votes  shall  be
immediately held.

• The constitution should provide for the presidential candidate to garner at least 50% of the
total votes in an election to be declared a winner. (3)

• The constitution should provide for the presidential candidate to garner at least 75% of the
total votes in an election to be declared a winner.

• The constitution should provide for the presidential candidate to garner at least 51% of the
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total votes in an election to be declared a winner.
• The constitution should provide that in a presidential election, the        winning candidate

should  garner  at  least  50%  of  the  total  votes  in         addition  to  the  25%  in  at  least  5
provinces.

• The constitution should provide  that  MPs  who  fail  to  be  nominated  in  one  political  party
should not be allowed to seek nomination from another party.

• The constitution should provide that MPs should not be allowed to defect from one party to
another before the term ends

• The constitution should provide that MPs should not be allowed to defect from one party to
another. (4)

• The  constitution  should  retain  the  25%  representation  in  5  provinces  for  presidential
elections. (3)

• The constitution should not retain the 25% representation in  5  provinces  for  presidential
elections.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  there  should  be  special  seats  for  the  disabled  in
parliament. (3)

• The constitution should provide that there  should be special  seats for the minority  groups
like the Ogiek in parliament.

• The constitution should provide that there  should be special  seats for the specific  interest
groups in parliament.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  demarcation  of  constituencies  should  be  in
accordance with the population data of the area. (7)

• The constitution should provide for Kitutu Masaba to be divided into two.
• Those constituencies,  which  might  have  been  created  through  other  processes,  must  be

abolished.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  parliamentary  and  civic  elections  to  be  held  on

different dates from that of the presidential. (9)
• The constitution should provide for the parliamentary and civic and  presidential  elections

to be carried out on the same day. (3)
• The constitution should provide that Presidential  and  Parliamentary  elections  be  held  on

separate dates. In all cases, presidential elections should be held first.
• The constitution should provide that the issuing of electoral  cards should be a continuous

process. (5)
• The constitution should provide that  voting  should  be  done  using  national  identity  cards

and passports.
• The constitution should provide for independent candidates to vie for electoral offices. (2)
• The constitution should provide for the ballot boxes to be transparent. (3)
• The constitution should provide for the elections to be computerized.
• The constitution should limit election expenditure.
• The date of a subsequent general election should be arrived at by consensus by all political

parties upon the immediate finalization of a general election.  
• The constitution should give political parties power to decide the date of a general election.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  election  date  for  the  next  general  election  be

announced when parliament reconvenes for its last sitting before the term is over.
• The constitution should specify the dates of general elections. (6)
• The constitution should provide for the president to be elected directly by the people. (5)

        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  political  party  with  the  second  largest
number of seats in parliament should nominate the national Vice President.
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        •        The constitution should provide for clear rules for the creation of 
• The constitution should provide that a parliamentary constituency must have  a  minimum

of 20,000 people.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  constituency  boundary  reviews  after  every  5

years.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  30-day  period  between  elections  and  the

swearing in of the new president.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  Independent  candidates  for  local  government,

parliamentary and presidential elections.
        •        The constitution should provide that votes be counted at the polling station.
        •        The constitution should provide that voting be done by secret ballot.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  party  nominations  be  held  on  one  day  to  avoid
defections. (4)         

• The constitution should provide that a parliamentary candidate be a Kenyan by birth.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  constitutional  review  process  be  finalized

before the subsequent general elections.
        •         The  constitution  should  empower  parliament  to  elect  a  president  who  should  not

belong to any party.
• The  constitution  should  for  the  members  of  the  electoral  commission  to  be  competent,

morally upright and a holder of form four level of education certificate.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  electoral  commissioners  to  be  elected  by  the

parliament. (7)
        •        The constitution should provide clear criteria for the appointment of commissioners to

the Electoral Commission.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  percentage  of  Electoral  Commissioners  be

chosen from the religious community.
        •         The constitution should provide that a percentage  of  the  members  of  the  Electoral

Commission be drawn from specific professions and gender.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  Commissioners  appointed  to  the  Electoral

Commission be nominated by, and be representative of all political parties.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  election  of  commissioners  to  the  Electoral

Commission be subject to vetting and approval by parliament.
• The constitution should provide for the autonomy of the Electoral Commission. (5)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  electoral  commissioners  to  enjoy  security  of

tenure. (5)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  electoral  commissioners  to  retire  after  general

elections.
• The constitution should provide for the electoral  commissioners to be  removed  from  office

after they have been found incompetent.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  electoral  commissioners  to  be  funded  from  the

consolidated funds.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  electoral  commissioners  not  to  exceed  20  in

number.
        •        The constitution should abolish nomination of MPs and councilors.
        •        The constitution should provide that constituencies must be created by parliamentary

approval.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  the  electorate  with  a  right  to  petition         any

election at all levels.
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• The constitution should provide that the counting of votes  should  be  done  at  the  polling.
(8)

• The  constitution  should  empower  the  electoral  commission  to  prosecute  those  people
found causing violence or do not follow election laws.

5.3.13 BASIC RIGHTS

        •        The constitution should guarantee the protection of the fundamental human rights of
all Kenyans. (5)

        •        The constitution should protect all Kenyans against domestic violence.
        •        The constitution should guarantee the freedom of worship to all Kenyans. (23)

• The constitution should guarantee the freedom of assembly to all Kenyans. (5)
• The constitution should guarantee the freedom of expression to all Kenyans. (3)
• The  constitution  should  guarantee  the  freedom  of  worship  to  SDA  to  worship  on

Saturdays. (3)
        •        The constitution should provide freedom and protection of all religious groups.
        •        The constitution should provide for the freedom of movement.

• The  constitution  should  respect  the  freedom  of  worship  of  all               denominations,
including the Sabbath day, which worships on   Saturday.

• The constitution should provide for the abolition of death penalty  and  it  be  replaced  with
life imprisonment. (2)

• The constitution should provide for the abolition of death penalty. (4)
• The  constitution  should  protect  security,  healthcare,  water,  education,  shelter,  food  and

employment as basic rights for all Kenyans.
• The constitution should guarantee every Kenyan, basic food, clothing and shelter.
• The constitution should guarantee  every Kenyan,  equal  and non-discriminative  treatment

by the law irrespective of gender, ethnic or racial background.
        •         The constitution should provide for the protection  of  all  Kenyans  from  torture  and

intimidation.
• The constitution should guarantee adequate security for all Kenyans. (10)
• The constitution should provide for the government to provide security for all Kenyans. (3) 
• The constitution should provide that firearms should not be licensed at all levels.
• The constitution should provide free health services to all its citizens.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  every  Kenyan  to  have  a  right  to  free  health  services.

(21)
• The constitution should provide for the orphans to be offered free medical services.
• The constitution should provide for free  basic  health  care  for  all  in  both  rural  and  urban

areas
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  every  Kenyan  to  have  a  right  to  clean  and  adequate

supply of water. (5)
• The constitution should provide for every Kenyan to have a right to free education. (14)
• The constitution should provide for every Kenyan to have a right to shelter. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  every  Kenyan  to  have  a  right  to  adequate  supply  of

food. (4)
• The constitution should provide for a one person-one job policy. (9)

     •        The constitution should provide for a salary ceiling of Kshs.90,000 for all civil servants.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  unemployment  benefits  for  the  trained  unemployed

people.
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• The constitution should guarantee employment to qualified Kenyans. (13)
• The constitution should provide for the employment of all university graduates.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  retired  people  should  not  seek  to  be

re-employed. (5)
• The constitution should provide for every Kenya to have a right to employment. (3)
• The constitution should provide that no one should be denied employment on the basis of

religion.
• The constitution should provide for every Kenya to have a right  to employment  anywhere

in the country.
• The constitution should provide that NSSF  benefits  should  benefit  the         sick  even  if

they are not retired.
• The constitution should provide that the retirees should be paid pension immediately.
• The constitution should provide that pension of retired public  officers  should  be  given  to

the widows of the diseased husbands.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  pension  of  retirees  should  be  reviewed  whenever

salaries are increased. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  NSSF  fund  money  should  be  paid  to  the  people

immediately they leave employment.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  free  and  compulsory  formal  education  up  to  

secondary level. (9) 
• The constitution should provide for free  and compulsory formal education up to   primary

level. (12) 
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  free  and  compulsory  formal  education  up  to  

university. (5)
• The constitution should provide that bursaries are for the needy children only.
• The constitution should provide that civic education should be a continuous process. (5)

        •        The constitution should guarantee all Kenyans the right to information. (4)
• The  constitution  should  be  written  in  different  languages  so  that  all  Kenyans  can

understand.
• The  constitution  should  be  available  to  all  Kenyans  and  some  copies  should  be  in  the

bookshops and libraries.
• The constitution should provide for all Kenyans to have a right  to access all  information in

the hand of the state or any other agency or organ of the state. (3)
• The constitution should provide that the report  of commissioners,  which have been set by

the government in the past, should be made available to the people.
• The constitution should ensure that all workers have a right to trade union representation.

(3)
        •        The constitution should guarantee  the protection of Workers from intimidation from

employers.

5.3.14 THE RIGHTS OF VULNERABLE GROUPS

        •        The constitution should fully guarantee and protect the interest of women. (4)
• The constitution should provide for the interest of people  with disabilities  to be fully  taken

care of. (8)
• The constitution should provide for the government to take care of the disabled. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  allocate  some  money  for  the
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disabled. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  disabled  to  have  a  right  to  shelter,  employment

and free health care and security. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  build  more  schools  and  learning

institutions for the disabled people and be well equipped. (3)
• The constitution should provide for the government  to take care of the street  children and

rehabilitate them. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  government  buildings  structurally  sensitive  to  the

needs of the disabled.
        •        The constitution should provide that deaf people be allowed to drive.

• The constitution should provide for special identification cards for the deaf.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  children  of  single  parents  to  be  given  free

education by the government.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  children  to  have  a  right  to  inherit  their  parents’

property. (6)
• The constitution  should  protect  the  rights  of  children  from  sexual  abuse  and  child  labor

and any other form of exploitation. (4)
• The constitution should protect the rights of children. (7)
• The constitution should provide for children to be supplied with food, shelter and clothing.
• The constitution should  protect  Child  rights  especially  the  right  not  to  be  forced  into  an

early marriage.
        •        The constitution should provide for a Children’s cabinet,  which should be composed

of representatives of children from all parts of the country.
        •        The constitution should protect the education of the Girl child.
        •        The constitution should abolish the practice of Female Genital Mutilation.

• The constitution should provide for the creation of homes for the aged by the government.
• The constitution should provide for the government to take care of the old people. (6)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  give  special  monthly  pay  to  those

people who are 70 years.
• The constitution should provide for the government  to help  the poor families  in educating

their children, widows and orphans. (4)
        •        The constitution should make provision for sign language services for the deaf  in all

public places including parliament.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  affirmative  action  in  favour  of  the  disabled  in  all

public facilities.
        •         The constitution should provide for affirmative action  in  favour  of  the  needy,  aged,

HIV positive and mentally sick persons.
• The constitution should provide affirmative action in favour of women. (2)
• The constitution should provide affirmative action in favour of the vulnerable groups.

        •        The constitution should provide for protection of unmarried women against  all  forms
of gender abuse

• The constitution should protect the right of prisoners.
• The constitution should provide for prisoners to be treated like human beings.
• The  constitution  should  ensure  that  policemen  do  not  mistreat  prisoners  especially

women.
• The constitution should provide for prisoners to be economically productive.
• The constitution should provide for prisoners to be out in cells  according to the crime they

committed.
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• The constitution should provide for the government to introduce communal services for the
offenders. 

5.3.15 LAND AND PROPERTY RIGHTS

        •        The constitution should provide for the state to have ultimate ownership of land.
• The constitution should provide for the government to have ultimate ownership of land. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  have  the  power  to  compulsorily

acquire private land from the individuals, which is not being utilized.
• The  constitution  should  give  the  government  the  right  to  acquire  all  fallow  land  for

development purposes
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  have  the  power  to  compulsorily

acquire private land for any purpose. (5)
• The constitution should give the government  the right  to  acquire  public  land  for  national

or regional use
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  state,  government  or  local  authority  to  have  the

power to control the use of land by the owners or occupiers. (2)
• The  constitution  should  give  either  partner  in  a  marriage  the  right  to  inherit  property

belonging to their spouse.
• The constitution should give unmarried girls the right to inherit    parental land.
• The constitution should provide that widows should inherit their  husbands land and other

property.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  children  to  have  a  right  to  inherit  their  parent’s

properties.
• The constitution should stipulate that title deeds should be issued free of charge. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  in  a  polygamous  family  property  should  be  shared

equally.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  written  wills  on  property  inheritance  should  be

honored.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  elders  to  handle  land  transfer  and  inheritance

cases.
• The constitution should provide that there should be a ceiling on land ownership. (10)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  ceiling  on  land  ownership  should  be  100,000

acres. 
        •         The constitution should provide that no  citizen  should  own  more  than  50  acres  of

land.
        •         The constitution should provide that no citizen should own more than 100 acres of

land.
• The constitution should provide that citizen should own more than 20 acres of land.
• The constitution should provide that citizen should own more than 1000 acres of land.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  there  should  be  no  restrictions  on  non-citizens  on

acquiring land in Kenya.
• The constitution should not allow non-citizens to own land in Kenya.
• The constitution should provide for the simplification of land transfer procedures. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  registration  of  family  property  to  be  done  in  the

names of both spouses that is wife and husband. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  men  and  women  to  have  equal  access  to  land  and

property. (5)
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        •         The constitution should provide that all  government/trust  land lying  idle  should be
distributed to the landless.

        •        The constitution should guarantee that no Kenyan should be landless.
        •         The  constitution  should  put  a  ceiling  on  the  fees  charged  for  sub-division  and

registration of boundaries.
        •        The constitution should provide for free government surveyors.
        •         The  constitution  should  not  retain  the  pre-independence  land  treaties  and

agreements involving certain communities e.g. Maasai, Mazrui and the Coastal strip.
        •        The constitution should allocate land next to Mt. Kenya to the current inhabitants
        •         The constitution  should  provide  that  the  freehold  land  tenure  system  be  replaced

with a 60-90 year leasehold scheme.
        •        The constitution should provide for the revival of the old land   tribunals.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyans  could  live  wherever  they  choose,  but
non-Kenyans should not buy land.

• The constitution should guarantee  the right  of any Kenyan to own land in any part of the
country. (6)

• The constitution should provide that large acres of unused land to be taxed on the basis of
the number of acres.

•
• The constitution should provide that those with big chunks of land should surrender  them

to those who do not have.
• The constitution should provide for the government to provide land to the landless. (3)
• The constitution should guarantee access to land for every Kenyan. (9)

5.3.16 CULTURAL, ETHNIC AND REGIONAL DIVERSITY AND COMMUNAL RIGHTS

        •        The constitution should provide for the freedom of ethnic practices as long as they are
not repugnant to morality and natural justice. (8)

• The constitution should provide  for  Kenyan  cultural  and  ethnic  diversity  to  contribute  to
national culture and unity.

• The constitution should protect and promote cultural and ethical diversity. (9)
• The constitution should allow circumcision of girls.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  female  genital  mutilation  would  be  allowed  

according to Abagusii tradition and custom.
• The constitution should abolish female genital mutilation. (6)
• The constitution should abolish early and forced marriages. (3)
• The constitution should abolish discriminatory aspect of culture. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  cultural  and  ethnic  values  derived  from  our  shared

experiences should be made to address some informal education segments.
• The constitution should

        •        The constitution should make provision for the availability  of interpreter  services for
all local languages in public places.

• The constitution should legalize polygamy and provide for certificates for all the wives.
• The constitution should provide for Kiswahili to be the national language.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  English  and  Kiswahili  to  be  the  two  national

languages.
• The constitution should recognize and promote the Kenyan indigenous languages. (3)
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5.3.17 MANAGEMENT AND USE OF NATIONAL RESOURCES

        •        The constitution should provide for the executive not to retain the powers to raise and
distribute financial resources and management of human resources.

• The constitution should empower the parliament to authorize  raising and appropriation of
public funds.

• The constitution should provide that the other methods apart from taxation for government
to raise finances should be harambee and donor funding.

• The constitution should provide for the government  to come up with policies,  which would
make it have ways of generating more money.

•
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  government  services  and  facilities  be

accessible to all Kenyans without discrimination.
        •        The constitution should provide for the full  participation of MPs in the preparation of

the national budget at all stages.
        •        The constitution should give the offices of the Auditor General and Controller General

power to prosecute.
        •         The constitution should provide that all  appointments  to civil  service must be based

on merit.
        •        The constitution should provide for equitable distribution of national resources. (14)
        •        The constitution should provide for strict enforcement  of employment  on merit  in all

public institutions.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  emergency  relief  food  be  distributed  by  a

parliamentary committee.
        •        The constitution should provide for a minimum salary for government jobs.

• The constitution should provide for controller  and auditor  general  to  serve  for  a  period  of
seven years.

• The  constitution  should  empower  the  controller  and  auditor  general  to  prosecute  public
officers. (3)

• The constitution should provide  for  controller  and  auditor  general  to  audit  and  check  on
government finances publicly.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  controller  and  auditor  general  to  work  under  the
supervision of the parliament

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  parliament  to  appoint  controller  and  auditor
general. (3)

• The constitution should provide for the president appoint controller and auditor general.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  parliament  to  monitor  the  government’s

expenditure of public funds.
• The constitution should provide for ministers  to  have  qualifications  and  knowledge  of  the

ministries. (3)
• The  constitution  should  empower  public  account  committee  to  appoint  the  minister  for

finance
• The constitution should provide that the public  be involved in the        preparation of the

national budget.
• The constitution should provide for appointment to the cabinet through merit. (9)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  elective  public  positions  have  a  retirement
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provision of a maximum 55 years.
• The constitution should that the public  who misuse public  finances  should  be  dismissed

and punished and be made to return what they took. (11)
• The constitution should  provide  for  parliament  to  appoint  members  of  the  public  service

commission. (12)
• The constitution should provide for the public officers to declare their wealth/assets. (4)
• The constitution should provide that all presidential candidates declare the source of their

wealth.

5.3.18 ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

        •         The  constitution  should  provide  that  communities  be  given  first  preference  in
benefiting from local natural resources.

• The constitution should include the environmental protection issues.
• The  constitution  should  include  protection  of  water  catchments  areas,  protection  of

pollution and destruction forests.
• The constitution should empower the government  to enforce  laws on the protection of the

environment.
• The constitution should empower the parliament to enforce  laws  on  the  protection  of  the

environment.
• The constitution should provide for the government to own natural resources. (3)
• The constitution should provide for the local  communities  to  participate  in  the  protection

of the environment.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  local  communities  to  support  the  government  in

the enforcement of the laws to protect the environment.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  protect  and  preserve  natural

resources.
• The constitution should protect and preserve natural resources. (2)
• The constitution should provide for the government  to be responsible  for the management

of natural resources. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  natural  resources  to  be  protected  by  enforcing

strong laws.
        •        The constitution should provide that citizens be protected from wild animals.
        •        The constitution should provide for the protection of forests.
        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  commission  to  oversee  the  management  of

natural resources.

5.3.19 PARTICIPATORY GOVERNANCE

        •         The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  participation  of  religious  organizations  in
governance.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  NGOs  and  other  organized  groups  to  have  a  role  in
governance.

• The constitution should provide for NGOs to take care of the disabled.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  state  to  regulate  the  conduct  of  the  civil  society

organizations including media and churches. (3)
• The constitution should institutionalize the role of civil society organizations.
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• The  constitution  should  provide  for  women  to  be  included  in  governance  by  being  given
leadership posts and in decision-making. (6)

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  women  representation  to  be  40%  at  all  levels  of
governance.

• The constitution should provide for maximum participation  in  governance  by  the  persons
with disabilities. (4)

• The constitution should provide for the youth to participate in governance. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  maximum  participation  in  governance  by  minority

groups. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  maximum  participation  in  governance  by  the  elderly

persons.

5.3.20 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

        •         The constitution should provide that all  the  conduct  of  foreign  affairs  be  vetted  by
parliament.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  conduct  of  foreign  affairs  should  not  be  the
exclusive responsibility of the executive.

• The constitution should provide for the parliament to ensure  that the government  is clear
on all matters of policy on international relationship.

• The constitution should provide for the parliament to approve the president’s tours outside
the country.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  parliament  to  provide  final  decision  on  foreign
policy and not the executive.

• The constitution should provide that the  international  treaties,  conventions,  regional  and
bilateral treaties should have automatic effects in domestic laws.

• The constitution should provide that the  international  treaties,  conventions,  regional  and
bilateral treaties should have automatic effects in domestic laws.

• The constitution should provide that the  international  treaties,  conventions,  regional  and
bilateral treaties should not have automatic effects in domestic laws.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  laws  and  regulations  made  by  organizations  that
Kenya belongs to should not have automatic effect in domestic laws.

5.3.21 CONSTITUTIONAL COMMISSIONS, INSTITUTIONS AND OFFICES

• The constitution should provide that  constitutional  commissions  be  set  up  by  parliament
or with the approval parliament.

• The constitution should provide for the establishment of the office of Ombudsman. (3)
• The constitution should provide for the establishment of the human rights commission. (3)

        •         The constitution  should  provide  for  a  commission  to  oversee  the  education  sector,
which should be  de-linked  from  the  executive  and  should  be  answerable  to  the  National
Assembly.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  an  independent  body  to  govern  and  monitor  general
elections.

• The constitution should provide for the establishment  of  the  Anti  corruption  commission.
(3)
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• The constitution should provide for the establishment of the accounting commission.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  establishment  of  an  independent  judicial

commission.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  establishment  of  an  independent  commission  to

monitor the activities of the police.
• The constitution should provide that commissions of inquiries  should        complete  their

work and present it to the parliament.
• The constitution should provide for appointment of an economic            commission to look

into economic and employment issues in the country.
• The constitution should provide for a standing salary review commission, represented at all

levels of government, with a mandate to review the salary of all public servants.
• The constitution should provide 8 independent bodies to investigate  the work of the police

officers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  established  commissions  to  collect  views  and  act

according to the directives of the constitution.
• The constitution should provide for the creation of the ministry  of justice or constitutional

affairs distinct from Attorney General.
• The constitution should provide for the creation of the ministry  of justice or constitutional

affairs, which should replace the office of the Attorney General.

5.3.22 SUCCESSION AND TRANSFER OF POWER.

• The constitution should provide for the speaker of the national assembly to be in charge of
the executive powers during the presidential elections.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  retiring/outgoing  presidents  should  hand  over  the
instruments of power to the Chief  Justice  in the interim period before  the next  president
is sworn in.

• The constitution should provide for the presidential  results  to  be  declared  as  soon  as  the
counting of votes is done.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  incoming  president  to  assume  office  as  soon  as
he/she has been sworn in. (2)

• The constitution should provide for the chief justice to swear in the incoming president.
• The constitution should provide for the speaker  together  with the Attorney General  and a

religious leader to swear in the incoming president.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  instrument  of  power  to  be  transferred  to  the

incoming president by the out going president immediately after being sworn in.
        •        The constitution should provide that during the transition period presidential  powers

rest with the Attorney General.
• The constitution should make provisions for the former president in terms of security.
• The constitution should make provisions for the former president in terms of welfare.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  former  president  not  to  have  immunity  from  legal

process.
• The constitution should provide for the former president to have pension benefits.
• The constitution should provide for the vice president  to occupy the presidential  office  for

90 days in case the president vacates office due to death or health problems. 

5.3.23 WOMEN RIGHTS
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• The constitution should provide that women should be protected against violence.
• The constitution should entrench women’s rights. (3)
• The constitution should ensure  that women are not exploited  to  the  extend  that  the  wife

becomes the breadwinner in the home.
• The constitution should protect women from sexual exploitation.
• The constitution should provide for women to have a right to own property. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  women  (whether  married  or  not)  to  have  a  right  to

inherit their parents’ property. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  women  to  have  a  right  to  inherit  their  parents’

property. (5)
• The constitution should harmonize marriage laws.
• The constitution should provide that dowry should be paid when people are married.
• The constitution should allow issuance of marriage certificates for polygamous families.
• The constitution should discourage polygamous marriages.
• The constitution should provide for laws to be put in place to safeguard women.
• The constitution should provide that all marriages should be registered within six months.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  men  to  take  of  children  or  a  child  they  had  out  of

wedlock until at such age that the child is able to fend for himself. (8)
• The constitution should prohibit domestic violence against women. (7)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  non-discrimination  of  women  in  inheritance  matters

and widows given full right over their husbands.

5.3.24 INTERNATIONAL POLICY

• The constitution should provide that donor funding should benefit all.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  donor  funding  should  help  small-scale

businessmen in rural areas.

5.3.25 NATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  government  role  in  price  control  to  protect  local
produce 

        •        The constitution should provide for government protection of the local  market  against
the infiltration of fake and contraband products.

• The  constitution  should  ensure  that  goods,  which  are  produced  in  the  country,  are  not
imported to the nation.

• The constitution should provide that every province has a factory.
• The constitution should provide for industries like sisal and rivertex are revived in order  to

improve our economy.
• The  constitution  should  abolish  the  role  of  middlemen  and  brokers  in  marketing

transactions.
• The constitution should provide for Kenyans to  carry  on  economic  development  activities,

which will help eradicate poverty.
• The constitution should provide for the government  to set up policies  and  projects,  which

would eradicate poverty in the nation. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  all  the  infrastructure  costs  to  be  reduced  by  the

government to promote micro finance sector.
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• The constitution should provide for all the roads to be tarmacked.

5.3.26 OTHER NATIONAL POLICIES

• The constitution should guarantee  automatic insurance of all  passengers  in public  service
vehicles. 

• The constitution should provide for the government to control the rapidly  emerging  sectors
of insurance and Kenya Insurance Regulatory Authority to be set up.

• The constitution should provide for the government to control  the spread of AIDS/HIV and
even try to eradicate it.

• The constitution should prohibit the administration police from harassing the citizens. (14)
•  The constitution should ensure that the police  provide protection for the people  and their

properties.
• The constitution should  provide  that  the  warrant  of  arrest  be  issued  before  alignment  in

court.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  police  officers  to  leave  their  uniform  at  their

stations when they go for leave.
• The constitution should abolish corruption and make it illegal.
• The constitution should provide that public officers convicted of corruption be also made to

repay the full amount of monies embezzled. (3)
• The constitution should provide mechanisms for dealing  with corruption  in  public  offices.

(4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  curb  corruption  in  the  public

offices. (3)
• The constitution should abolish corruption during the recruitment of forces.
• The constitution should provide for couples to plan on the number of children they want to

have.

5.3.27 SECTORAL POLICIES

• The constitution should empower government to manage the                agricultural  sector,
especially the tea sector.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  subsidizing  of  farm  inputs  like  fertilizers  by
lowering their prices. (3)

• The constitution should provide for laws to govern cooperatives to        protect  members of
the public.

• The constitution should provide  farmers  with  the  freedom  to  market  coffee  through  their
own channels.

• The constitution should provide for government role in the marketing of Kenyan products.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  farmers  be  paid  highly  and  directly  for  their

agricultural produce.
• The constitution should provide for the full liberalization of the agricultural sector.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  prompt  payment  of  farmers  for  their  agricultural

produce.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  assist  farmers  by  providing  them

with loans and other requirements. (5)
• The constitution should provide for the marketing board of coffee to be strengthened.
• The constitution should provide for the government to ascertain that the agricultural  zones

have good roads for easy transportation of agricultural goods. (4)
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• The constitution should provide that agricultural  potential  areas should be developed and
served with roads to generate accessibility.

• The constitution should provide for the government to control the marketing of agricultural
products.

• The constitution should provide for KTD to regulate the growing of tea.
• The constitution should provide for all co-operative societies of farmers to be revised to give

farmers more powers in decision making
• The constitution should provide for the reduction of directors.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  pupils  to  be  provided  with  exercise  books,  pens,

uniforms, milk and enough teachers and food
• The constitution should provide for the ministry  of education to make sure that the  zonal

inspectors of schools are done away with.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  opening  of  teacher  training  colleges  to  take  in  form

four leavers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  scrapping  of  board  of  governors  in  schools  and

replace it with parent teachers association.
• The constitution should out law holiday coaching for students.   
• The constitution should provide that 8-4-4- system be replaced with   7-4-2-3. (19)
• The constitution should provide for corporal  punishments  in schools to instill  discipline  in

children.
• The constitution should provide that there should be no cost sharing in public  institutions

including hospitals.
• The constitution should provide for free education, with adequate   teachers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  constitution  be  included  in  the  education

curriculum both in schools and higher institutions of        learning. (5)
• The constitution should provide that public doctors be banned from private practice.
• The constitution should provide for government financing of the teaching and development

of sign language in all schools and institutions.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  admissions  to  government  schools  be  strictly  based

on merit.
• The constitution should provide for the review of the education system in order to enhance

the quality of the education provided.
• The constitution should provide for a teacher to student ratio of 1:30.
• The constitution should give supervisory power to Parents Teachers Association over Board

of Governors in the running of primary and secondary schools.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  roads  to  be  improved  by  the  government  to  make

transportation and communication easy.
• The constitution should provide for the national budget to be read twice a year.
• The constitution should provide for the religious activities to be exempted from taxation.
• The  constitution  should  prohibit  continuous  taxation  of  goods  from  the  shops  and  other

places.
• The constitution should provide that there should be adequate tax incentives to encourage

the establishment of economic activities.
• The constitution should provide that the national  currency/legal  tender  has a  permanent

face.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  government  control  over  interest  rates  charged  on

bank loans.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  Kenyan  currency  should  not  have  the  image  of
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the incumbent president.
• The constitution should provide for the government hospitals to be improved and mortuary

charges to be reduced.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  discourage  private  hospitals  and

encourage the improving of government.
• The constitution should provide for the encouragement of traditional herbalists.
• The constitution should provide for reasonable  and affordable      government  taxation  of

consumer goods.
• The constitution should provide that radio and television permits should be issued fairly  to

all Kenyans.
• The constitution should provide for the media not to be biased and should be fair to cover

all political parties.
• The constitution should provide for media to have freedom to operate. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  small-scale  businessmen  to  be  helped  by  the

government in the rural areas.
• The constitution should provide that small-scale traders should not be taxed.
• The constitution should provide for the government  to repair,  improve and maintain roads

to make transport and communication easy. (4)
• The constitution should provide for the surveyors to make provisions for passing.

5.3.28 NATIONAL PROGRAMME/PLANNING

• The constitution should abolish district focus development.
• The constitution should address economic recovery of the nation.

5.3.29 CUSTOMARY LAW

• The  constitution  should  abolish  dowry  payment  because  men  treat  their  wives  like
property.

5.3.30 STATUTORY LAW

• The constitution should provide that rapists be imprisoned for life.
• The constitution should prohibit women from wearing trousers.
• The constitution should abolish traditional beer. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  man  who  impregnates  a  girl  before  marriage

should be prosecuted.
• The constitution should provide for traditional beer to be legalized. (8)
• The constitution should provide that no one should be imprisoned without trial.
• The constitution should provide for convicts of minor offences to given mutual  community

work.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  parents  who  neglect  their  families  should  be

prosecuted in a court of law.
• The constitution should provide fro drug dealer to face severe punishment.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  law  to  be  passed  to  make  it  compulsory  for  all

citizens to vote.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  anybody  who  rapes  a  young  girl  should  be

prosecuted in a court of law.
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5.3.31 COMMON GOOD

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  government  to  participate  fully  incase  death
occurs.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  the  money  saved  in  foreign  banks  should  be
brought back to Kenya.

5.3.32 GENDER EQUITY
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  gender  balance  in  contribution  towards  nation

building.
• The constitution should provide for gender equity. (5)
• The constitution should provide for gender  equity  in provision of  education,  opportunities

and health services.

5.3.33 ECONOMIC/SOCIAL JUSTICE

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  people  killed  by  security  officers  should  be
compensated.

5.3.34 TRANSPARENCY/ACCONTABILITY

• The constitution should provide that there  should transparency and accountability  in  the
government offices. (3)

5.3.43   NATIONAL INTEGRITY/IDENTITY

• The constitution should provide for women ton dress decently.
• The constitution should provide for the flag to have courts of arms.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  there  should  be  a  national  dress  for  the  people  of

Kenya.
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APPENDICES:

Appendix 1:        Members of the Constituency Constitutional 
Committee

1. James Masaki N. Mongare                                DC
2. John Keunguru                                        Chairman
3. Samson Nyang’au Okioma                                Secretary
4. Cllr William Monari                                        
5. Mrs. Teresa B. Monari
6. Mrs. Tabitha Anuri
7. Mrs. Esther Nyamumbo
8. Fred M. Nyanyuki
9. Atati Kengere
10. Pastor Jackson Mokaya

Appendix 2:        Civic education providers (CEPs)

1. Afri DEP
2. Riegechure women group
3. Manga youth group
4. Catholic justice and peace commission
5. SDA youth group
6. Pastor J. Nyamwanda
7. N. miyogo 
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Appendix 3:        Persons presenting memoranda and/or making oral 
submissions.

 
10005ONKNY Hellen S.N.Mokaya CBO Written Nyambaria Women Group
20003ONKNY Japhet O.Kenyuri CBO Written Dispute Land Trinual Panel
30008ONKNY Lois Onyancha CBO Memorandum Uzima Foundation

40009ONKNY Naomi K. Nyanyuki CBO Written
Federation of Women
Group

50045INKNY Abel Matoke Individual Memorandum
60025INKNY Abel Ondieki Individual Written
70158INKNY Abraham Makana Individual Oral - Public he
80134INKNY Agnes Nyachama Individual Oral - Public he
90060INKNY Agnes Nyaoma Individual Written

100147INKNY Alezander J.Nyanami Individual Oral - Public he
110253INKNY Alfred Manyisa Individual Oral - Public he
120221INKNY Alfred Nyambati Individual Oral - Public he
130092INKNY Alice Nyambane Individual Oral - Public he
140189INKNY Alice Nyambane Individual Oral - Public he
150112INKNY Alilisina Kerubo Individual Written
160230INKNY Andrew Mosomi Individual Oral - Public he
170032INKNY Anne M.Oreno Individual Written
180104INKNY Anthony O.Omayi Individual Oral - Public he
190225INKNY Antony O.Omayi Individual Oral - Public he
200030INKNY Asha Kingoina Individual Written
210050INKNY Ateka M.J.Ngongo Individual Written
220136INKNY Beatrice Ombagi Individual Oral - Public he
230081INKNY Ben Gikoyo Individual Written
240039INKNY Ben Mobisa O Individual Written
250178INKNY Ben Ondieki Individual Oral - Public he
260033INKNY Benard Mokaya Individual Oral - Public he
270229INKNY Benard Nyanguko Individual Oral - Public he
280006INKNY Benjamin Ochama Individual Oral - Public he
290116INKNY Benson Nyabutu Individual Written
300118INKNY Benson Ongeri Individual Oral - Public he
310131INKNY Bernard O.Maroko Individual Oral - Public he
320015INKNY Betty Nyariki Individual Written
330260INKNY Boniface Nyabere Individual Oral - Public he
340234INKNY Charles Kibangendi Individual Oral - Public he
350250INKNY Charles Maranga Individual Oral - Public he
360214INKNY Charles Mokaya Individual Oral - Public he
370028INKNY Charles Nyagoe Individual Written
380171INKNY Charles Ogoro Individual Oral - Public he
390195INKNY Charles Ongera Individual Oral - Public he
400103INKNY Christopher  Momanyi Individual Oral - Public he
410156INKNY Clement Mungei Individual Oral - Public he
420249INKNY Dadeus Omoni Individual Written
430163INKNY Daisy Moraa Arisi Individual Oral - Public he
440247INKNY Daniel A.Maina Individual Oral - Public he
450046INKNY Daniel M. Kabi Individual Written
460160INKNY Daniel Matara Individual Oral - Public he
470176INKNY Daniel Mbaka Individual Oral - Public he
480238INKNY Daniel Mokaya Individual Oral - Public he
490111INKNY Daniel Momanyi Individual Oral - Public he
500207INKNY Daniel Mwachoka Individual Oral - Public he
510193INKNY Daniel Omangi Individual Oral - Public he
520172INKNY Daniel Orina Individual Oral - Public he
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530251INKNY David  Tonya Individual Oral - Public he
540076INKNY David Masara Individual Written
550182INKNY David Mokaya Individual Oral - Public he
560231NKNNY Dennis Nyaaga Individual Oral - Public he
570109INKNY Dismas  Thomas Individual Written
580001INKNY Dorcas Basweti Individual Written
590213INKNY Ebisiba Moraa Individual Oral - Public he
600210INKNY Edward Kioga Individual Oral - Public he
610098INKNY Edward Mwamba Individual Written
620257INKNY Edward Ogato Individual Oral - Public he
630099INKNY Edwin Chabale Individual Written
640003INKNY Elakna Nyambati Individual Memorandum
650027INKNY Elias O.Marasi Individual Written
660007INKNY Elijah Achura Individual Written
670186INKNY Elijah Moturo Individual Oral - Public he
680177INKNY Elijah Nyamwenga Individual Oral - Public he
690137INKNY Elizabeth Onkoba Individual Oral - Public he
700258INKNY Erastus  O. Individual Oral - Public he
710063INKNY Eunice Mobisa Individual Written
720026INKNY Evans  M.Ariemo Individual Written
730173INKNY Evans Ariem Individual Oral - Public he
740139INKNY Evans M.Gichano Individual Oral - Public he
750086INKNY Evans M.Oyugi Individual Written
760237INKNY Evaresto Onyega Individual Oral - Public he
770068INKNY Florence Motanya Individual Written
780259INKNY Francis B.Musira Individual Oral - Public he
790072INKNY Francis Bundi Individual Written
800235INKNY Francis Nyakundi Individual Oral - Public he
810144INKNY Fredrick Omachura Individual Oral - Public he
820129INKNY Geoffrey Mochama Individual Oral - Public he
830034INKNY George Araka Individual Written
840157INKNY George Kinanda Individual Oral - Public he
850067INKNY George M.Onchwari Individual Written
860175INKNY George Mutaki Individual Oral - Public he
870215INKNY George Nyagari Individual Oral - Public he
880201INKNY George Ogumba Individual Oral - Public he
890233INKNY Gerlad Mogaka Individual Oral - Public he
900036INKNY Gideon Atandi Individual Written
910133INKNY Gideon Kibagendi Individual Oral - Public he
920012INKNY Gilbert Aboko Individual Written
930197INKNY Gilbert Moine Individual Oral - Public he
940042INKNY Gilbert Moine Individual Written
950004INKNY Gilbert Nyakundi Individual Memorandum
960162INKNY Gladys Obana Individual Oral - Public he
970031INKNY Grace Mongeresa Individual Written
980016INKNY Grace Muchira Individual Written
990014INKNY Grace Nyamoko Individual Written

1000124INKNY Hadson Sitima Individual Oral - Public he
1010187INKNY Harison Kirage Individual Oral - Public he
1020022INKNY Hassan  Ontita Individual Written
1030017INKNY Henry  Obaigwa Individual Written
1040154INKNY Henry Bikoro Individual Oral - Public he
1050044INKNY Humphrey Irandi Individual Written
1060161INKNY Isaia Ondari Individual Oral - Public he
1070167INKNY Issack Kamwamba Individual Oral - Public he
1080082INKNY Jackson Kiuka Individual Oral - Public he
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1090179INKNY Jackson N.Asanyo Individual Oral - Public he
1100181INKNY Jackson T.Omabati Individual Oral - Public he
1110183INKNY Jairus Ogeto Individual Oral - Public he
1120125INKNY James Mogaya Individual Oral - Public he
1130254INKNY James Mokaya Individual Oral - Public he
1140121INKNY James O.Onchiri Individual Written
1150059INKNY Jane M.Aboko Individual Written
1160120INKNY Janet Bosibori Misiani Individual Oral - Public he
1170052INKNY Jared Mokaya Individual Written
1180223INKNY Jared O. Nyakundi Individual Oral - Public he
1190070INKNY Jaspher Nyaberi Individual Written
1200148INKNY Jemima Ondari Individual Oral - Public he
1210087INKNY Jeremiah Ombega Individual Written
1220151INKNY Jeremiah Tai Individual Oral - Public he
1230002INKNY Jeremy Nyaanga Individual Written
1240196INKNY Jerusa Mosiori Individual Oral - Public he
1250222INKNY Joakim Omwenga Individual Oral - Public he
1260075INKNY Joash  M.Juma Individual Written
1270199INKNY Joash Nyakwaro Individual Written
1280096INKNY Joel Kibaya Individual Written
1290205INKNY Joel Mosoti Individual Oral - Public he
1300256INKNY Joel N.Abuta Individual Oral - Public he
1310048INKNY Joel O.Nyanamba Individual E-mail
1320090INKNY Joel Omwoyo Individual Written
1330020INKNY Joel Ongeri Individual Written
1340024INKNY John Adira Individual Written
1350208INKNY John Kengura Individual Oral - Public he
1360174INKNY John Kibagendi Individual Oral - Public he
1370198INKNY John M. Ayecha Individual Oral - Public he
1380226INKNY John Mangera Individual Oral - Public he
1390243INKNY John Mogere Individual Oral - Public he
1400202INKNY John Mokaya Individual Oral - Public he
1410149INKNY John Momanyi Individual Oral - Public he
1420246INKNY John N.Muma Individual Oral - Public he
1430041INKNY Joseph M.Kumenda Individual Written
1440093INKNY Joseph M.Nyatwanga Individual Oral - Public he
1450209INKNY Joseph Muma Obegi Individual Oral - Public he
1460248INKNY Joseph O.Ogwora Individual Oral - Public he
1470023INKNY Joseph Ochanda Individual Written
1480150INKNY Joseph Ogamba Individual Oral - Public he
1490164INKNY Joseph Onkundi Individual Oral - Public he
1500185INKNY Josephine Kesanda Individual Oral - Public he
1510094INKNY Josphat Misati Individual Oral - Public he
1520106INKNY Josphat Nyatoke Individual Written
1530062INKNY Judith K Obure Individual Written
1540061INKNY Judith K.Obure Individual Written
1550236INKNY Justus Makone Individual Oral - Public he
1560105INKNY Kefa Mokaya Individual Written
1570145INKNY Kennedy Omwenga Individual Oral - Public he
1580037INKNY Kennedy Osoro Individual E-mail
1590245INKNY KennedyN.Nyagaka Individual Oral - Public he
1600091INKNY Lawrence T.Nyaanga Individual Written
1610227INKNY Lazaros Ongaki Individual Oral - Public he
1620047INKNY Linet S.K.Mochama Individual Written
1630058INKNY Livingstone Ogeto Individual Written
1640055INKNY Lucina Nyaboke Individual Written
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1650188INKNY Luka Nyanga Individual Oral - Public he
1660084INKNY Lydia Masara Individual Written
1670073INKNY Lydia N.Mobisa Individual Written
1680102INKNY Makone Mingate Individual Written
1690141INKNY Marsina Gesare Individual Oral - Public he
1700212INKNY Mayaka Peter Individual Oral - Public he
1710252INKNY Micheal Aiok Individual Oral - Public he
1720170INKNY Mika Mokua Individual Oral - Public he
1730165INKNY Milka Kerubo Individual Oral - Public he
1740155INKNY Misati Nyamasege Individual Oral - Public he
1750117INKNY Mogesa A.Nyangomba Individual Written
1760009INKNY Muoko Mainye Individual Oral - Public he
1770191INKNY Naftal Omoro Individual Oral - Public he
1780119INKNY Nahashon Omwenga Individual Written
1790166INKNY Nahason N.Nyamrimba Individual Written
1800043INKNY Ndego Nyaagu Individual Written
1810051INKNY Nelson O.Nyakundi Individual Written
1820079INKNY Nelson Owiti Individual Written
1830049INKNY Nemwel Makori Individual Memorandum
1840064INKNY Nemwel Ratemo Individual Oral - Public he
1850019INKNY Nicholas Nyangau Individual Written
1860132INKNY Nicodemus Mochere Individual Oral - Public he
1870200INKNY Nimrod Nyangau Individual Oral - Public he
1880089INKNY Norah N. Ongeri Individual Written
1890018INKNY Nyakeoga James Individual Written
1900204INKNY Nyakeoga Ondiek Individual Oral - Public he
1910138INKNY Nyakoma Milka Individual Oral - Public he
1920107INKNY Nyandika Osebe Individual Written
1930228INKNY Nyatangi Gekonge Individual Oral - Public he
1940085INKNY Obera Motende Individual Written
1950021INKNY Obosire Thomas Individual Written
1960142INKNY Ochando Nyagoya Individual Oral - Public he
1970054INKNY Ogeto S. Abinda Individual Memorandum
1980239INKNY Ondieki Ooga Individual Oral - Public he
1990066INKNY Patrice Mirondio Individual Written
2000053INKNY Pauline Atina Individual Written
2010077INKNY Penina Mogere Individual Written
2020029INKNY Peter Atambo Individual Written
2030097INKNY Peter Mokua Biage Individual Written
2040128INKNY Peter Moset Individual Oral - Public he
2050218INKNY Peter Nyambane Individual Oral - Public he
2060080INKNY Peter O. Asanyo Individual Written
2070168INKNY Peter O.Okaya Individual Oral - Public he
2080224INKNY Peter Ogwendo Individual Oral - Public he
2090071INKNY Peter Turungi Individual Written
2100244INKNY Peterson M.Odawo Individual Oral - Public he
2110035INKNY Rael Keragia Individual Written
2120057INKNY Rebecca Makori Individual Written
2130005INKNY Richard Arori Individual Written
2140146INKNY Richard Mageto Individual Oral - Public he
2150140INKNY Richard Matara Individual Oral - Public he
2160216INKNY Richard Mogesa Individual Oral - Public he
2170040INKNY Richard N.Marasi Individual Written
2180135INKNY Richard Oguya Individual Oral - Public he
2190255INKNY Richard Owoka Individual Oral - Public he
2200065INKNY Robert B. Nyangweso Individual Written
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2210143INKNY Robert Nyanyoki Individual Oral - Public he
2220169INKNY Rose Ogamba Individual Oral - Public he
2230078INKNY Samson Mogaka Individual Written
2240184INKNY Samson O.Nsika Individual Oral - Public he
2250126INKNY Samson Obaye Individual Oral - Public he
2260180INKNY Samuel N.Nyansimora Individual Oral - Public he
2270056INKNY Samuel Ngoko Individual Written
2280010INKNY Samuel Nyacheo Individual Written
2290159INKNY Samuel Nyangau Individual Oral - Public he
2300008INKNY Samuel Nyarango Individual Written
2310074INKNY Samuel Nyarango Individual Written
2320153INKNY Samuel Omwenga Individual Oral - Public he
2330114INKNY Samuel Osire Angwenyi Individual Written
2340240INKNY Samwel Isaboke Individual Oral - Public he
2350095INKNY Sarah Nyariki Individual Written
2360115INKNY Shadrack Otiso Individual Oral - Public he
2370038INKNY Shem D.M.Mombinya Individual Written
2380152INKNY Simeon Ombagi Individual Oral - Public he
2390130INKNY Stanley Ombogo Individual Oral - Public he
2400190INKNY Stephen Anyona Osoro Individual Oral - Public he
2410123INKNY Stephen Moturi Individual Oral - Public he
2420100INKNY Sylvanus Musioma Individual Written
2430242INKNY Thomas Mose Individual Oral - Public he
2440203INKNY Thomas Ondiek Individual Oral - Public he
2450069INKNY Thompson Sawe Individual Written
2460211INKNy Tolbert Mokaya Individual Oral - Public he
2470088INKNY Victor Atuti Individual Written
2480113INKNY Victor Manani Individual Written
2490241INKNY Vincent Nyariage Individual Oral - Public he
2500110INKNY Walter Momanyi Individual Written
25101011NKNY Wiliam Nyamwaya Individual Written
2520108INKNY William E.Gekonde Individual Written
2530219INKNY William Nyamweya Individual Oral - Public he
2540206INKNY William S.Nyangau Individual Oral - Public he
2550217INKNY Wilson O.Oichoi Individual Oral - Public he
2560194INKNY Wilson Ongera Individual Oral - Public he
2570232INKNY Yuvinaris Mosoti Individual Oral - Public he
2580220INKNY Zablon Ondiek Individual Oral - Public he
2590013INKNY Zacharia Mokua Individual Written
2600011INKNY Nemwel O.Mogaka NGO Written
2610006ONKNY Beldina Mogaka Other Institutions Written Nyaikuro Primary school

2620001ONKNY Puis Mose Other Institutions Written
Paralegal Community
Trainers

2630002ONKNY Richard Kibagendi Other Institutions Written
Kenya National Union of
Tea

2640004ONKNY Vincent Simba Other Institutions Written
Peace and Justice
Commission

2650007ONKNY Paul W.Bosire Religious Organisation Written SDA Church
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Appendix 4:        Persons Attending Constituency Hearings

No. Name Address No. Name Address

1John Kengura P.O. Box 809, Kitale 24George M. Nyagari P.O. Box 62, Gesima

2Fred Nyanyuki P.O. Box 6, Nyamira 25Richard Nyamamba P.O. Box 368, Keroka

3Charles Magancha P.O. Box 335, Keroka 26Makone Mengate P.O. Box 59, Gesima

4Mokaya Joseph P.O. Box 209, Keroka 27Mariko Moranga P.O. Box 229, Riyabe

5Silvanus Smoisioma P.O. Box 93, Keroka 28Wilson Onsoti P.O. Rigoma

6William Nyamwaya P.O. Rigoma 29Samson O. Onchari P.O. Box 500, Nyamira

7Jones Mokua P.O. Rigoma 30William Nyamweya P.O. Box 335, Keroka

8Samwel Onsongo P.O. Rigoma 31Momanyi Christopher P.O. Box 16, Keroka

9John Onduko P.O. Rigoma 32
Monicah Obonyo
Ngaya P.O. Box 1626, Kisii

10Richard A. Makori P.O. Rigoma 33Zablon Ondieki P.O. Box 271, Nyamira

11Joseph Muma Obegi P.O. Rigoma 34Alfred Nyambati P.O. Box 292, Keroka

12Christopher Nyatuka P.O. Box 1626, Kisii 35Peter Moindi P.O. Box 335, Keroka

13Joakim Omwenga P.O. Rigoma 36JaredOndieki Nyakundi P.O. Box 1589, Kisii

14Samson N. Okioma P.O. Rigoma 37Peter Ogweno P.O. Box 1589, Kisii

15Julius Momanyi P.O. Box 1056, Kisii 38Daniel Guto P.O. Box 93, Keroka

16Edward Okioga P.O. Box 186, Gesima 39
Anthony Orina
Momanyi P.O. Box 2020, Kisii

17Tolbert Mokaya P.O. Box 292, Keroka 40John B. Mangera P.O. Rigoma

18Mayaka Peter P.O. Box 292, Keroka 41Lazarus Ongaki P.O. Rigoma

19Hebisiba Moraa Obiero P.O. Box 292, Keroka 42Denis Obwoge P.O. Rigoma

20Kennedy Omwenga P.O. Box 292, Keroka 43Kepher Migiro P.O. Box 91, Keroka

21Charles Mokaya P.O. Box 292, Keroka 44Fedinard M. Mayieka P.O. Box 111, Keroka

22Jackson Nyangoya P.O. Box 335, Keroka 45Nyatange Gekonge P.O. Box 3458, Kisii

23Peterson Nyagechi P.O. Box 95, Gesima 46Benard Ongeri P.O. Box 60, Keroka

47Andrew Mosomi P.O. Box 292, Keroka 70Walter Momanyi P.O. Box 1801, Kisii

48John N. Ogeto P.O. Box 111, Keroka 71Mose Nyabera P.O. Keroka

49Denis Nyaanga P.O. Box 75, Keroka 72Daniel M. Mokaya P.O. Box 454, Nyamira

50Josphat Nyachoti P.O. Rigoma 73Peter N. Okirigiti P.O. Box 2022, Kisii

51Yuvenalis Atuma P.O. Box 2, Rigoma 74Morara Kereri P.O. Box 626, Nyansiongo

52Nyandika Osebe P.O. Box 11, Keroka 75Benson Nyakundi P.O. Box 88, Gesima

53
William Nyaega
Gekonde P.O. Box 211, Keroka 76Makori Ondieki P.O. Box 686, Keroka

54Dismas Monubi P.O. Box 1609, Kisii 77Samwel Onyari P.O. Rigoma

55Gerald Mogaka P.O. Box 271, Keroka 78Alexina Kerubo P.O. Box 2020, Kisii

56Charles Kibagendi P.O. Box 111, Keroka 79Japhet M. Ondieki P.O. Box 111, Keroka

57Ondieki Nyamari P.O. Rigoma 80John Mose P.O. Box 335, Keroka

58Samson Manduku P.O. Box 685, Keroka 81Abaya Ondisi P.O. Rigoma

59Job M. Bosire P.O. Box 60, Keroka 82Victor Momanyi P.O. Box 33, Keroka

60John I. Matundura P.O. Box 111, Keroka 83Erick Omwenga P.O. Box 33, Keroka

61Zachariah A. Omwoyo P.O. Box 93, Keroka 84Nyaberi Getange P.O. Rigoma

62Francis O. Nyakundi P.O. Box 22, Keroka 85Ondieki Ooga P.O. Rigoma

63Vinavica B. Atambo P.O. Box 539, Keroka 86Barnabas Onderi P.O. Box 133, Keroka

64Cyrus M. Nyambageka P.O. Box 95, Gesima 87Charles Nyakundi P.O. Box 75, Bochari
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65Jackson N. Mabeya P.O. Box 335, Keroka 88Richard Ogwoka P.O. Box 95, Gesima

66Henry N. Mirioba P.O. Box 372, Keroka 89Samwel Manwa P.O. Rigoma

67Justus M. Ogaro P.O. Box 93, Keroka 90Omayio Ogero P.O. Box 372, Keroka

68Everesto O. Anyiega P.O. Box 244, Keroka 91Jared Nyakundi Omiso P.O. Box 1245, Kisii

69Peter Sosi P.O. Box 60, Keroka 92Alfred O. Matara P.O. Box 93, Keroka

93Henry Ogeto Otwori P.O. Box 252, Keroka 116Lawrence Juma P.O. Rigoma

94Samwel Angwenyi P.O. Box 490, Keroka 117Charles Nyangau P.O. Box  292, Keroka

95Peter Makori P.O. Box 93, Keroka 118Jared Kerandi P.O. Box 1601, Kakamega

96Samuel Isaboke P.O. Rigoma 119Josephat Nyachoti P.O. Maseno

97
Joseph Momanyi
Nyatuka P.O. Box 93, Rigoma 120Philip Ongera P.O. Box 425, Keroka

98John Nyamwanda P.O. Box 285, Nyamira 121Kennedy N. Nyagala P.O. Box 75, Keroka

99Thomas O. Nyoka P.O. Rigoma 122Erick Ondieki P.O. Rigoma

100Daniel M. Momanyi P.O. Rigoma 123Charles Nyabayo P.O. Rigoma

101Daniel M. Momanyi P.O. Rigoma 124
Rebecca Kerubo
Momanyi P.O. Rigoma

102Makori Nyaigoti P.O. Rigoma 125Samwel Nyakundi P.O. Rigoma

103James N. Mainga P.O. Box 2340, Kisii 126Julius Ondieki P.O. Rigoma

104Vinencent Nyabiage P.O. Box 244, Keroka 127Ronald Ariemba P.O. Rigoma

105Thomas Mose P.O. Box 111, Keroka 128Daniel Nyakundi P.O. Box 60, Keroka

106Shadrack O. Kebiba P.O. Box 484, Keroka 129Benson Nyabuto P.O. Box 22, Gesima

107Cllr. John Omweri P.O. Box 510, Keroka 130John Nyarandi Muma P.O. Box 165, Keroka

108Peterson Mose P.O. Box 334, Keroka 131Ndubi Nyambane P.O. Box 93, Keroka

109Samwel Momanyi P.O. Gesima 132Thadeus Onyancha P.O. Box 618, Keroka

110Henry Mwamba P.O. Box 519, Keroka 133Daniel A. Maina P.O. Box 423, Keroka

111Leonard Nyaenya P.O. Rigoma 134Naom K. Nyanyuki P.O. Box 15, Gesima

112Paul Gwaro Bosire P.O. Box 91, Keroka 135Joseph Ogato P.O. Box 93, Keroka

113Vincent M. Mabira P.O. Rigoma 136Thomas Maturi P.O. Rigoma

114Benard Mosoti P.O. Rigoma 137Water Nyakundi P.O. Box 26, Keroka

115Lawrence Juma P.O. Rigoma 138Thadeus Omoni P.O. Box 26, Keroka

139Elkanah Bosire P.O. Box 425, Keroka 162William Ongwae P.O. Box 26, Keroka

140Francis Ongwacho P.O. Rigoma 163James Mokaya P.O. Box 1348, Keroka

141Mogesa Onyanumba P.O. Box 2500, Eldoret 164AlexOmbiocha P.O. Box 1215, Nyamira

142Gedion Omwenga P.O. Box 248, Keroka 165Charles Mose P.O. Box 209, Keroka

143Samwel Nyangau P.O. Box 416, Kisii 166Joel Ndege Abuita P.O.Box 292, Keroka

144Charles Magacha P.O. Box 335, Kisii 167Okari Nyaemo P.O. Box 200, Keroka

145David Onchiri P.O. Box 26, Keroka 168Edward Ogato P.O. Box 611, Gekano

146Benson Ongeri P.O. Box 2022, Kisii 169Nyaruri Omae P.O. Box 209, Keroka

147George Mochache P.O. Box 93, Keroka 170Dominic Nyabando P.O. Box 209, Keroka

148Daniel N. Ondieki P.O. Rigoma 171Erastus Otete Mosoti P.O. Box 93, Keroka

149John Mangera Otundo P.O. Rigoma 172Christopher Otwebe P.O. Box 2340, Kisii

150Mokaya N. Tonya P.O. Box 93, Keroka 173Thomas Ondimu P.O. Rigoma

151Michael Aiko P.O. Box 209, Keroka 174Samuel Mabira P.O. Box 93, Keroka

152Samwel Osoro P.O. Rigoma 175Gilbert Omari P.O. Box 135, Rigoma

153Samwel Oyugi P.O. Rigoma 176EvansNyakundi P.O. Box 26, Keroka

154Alfred Manyinsa P.O. Rigoma 177Mogire Mokaya P.O. Rigoma
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155Jona Obae P.O. Box 93, Keroka 178Henry Nyakweba P.O. Box 335, Kisii

156Peter Mokua Biage P.O. Box 11, Keroka 179Nahashon Omwenga P.O. Box 335, Kisii

157Kennedy Obiye P.O. Box 200, Keroka 180Patrick Muindi Ogeto P.O. Box 1626 Kisii

158Francis Bosire P.O. Box 93, Keroka 181Agnes Nyachama P.O. Box111, Keroka

159Lazarus Ondieki P.O. Rigoma 182Charles k. Nyabayo P.O. Box 93, Keroka

160Julius Nyangeso P.O. Rigoma 183Richard Ogwoka P.O. Box 95, Gesima

161Sahini Makori P.O. Rigoma

184John Kengura P.O. Box 809, Kitale 207Evans M. Gichana P.O. Box 1156, Kisii

185James M'Mongare N/A 208Richard Matara P.O. Box 1186, Kisii

186John Ombui N/A 209Maricirinah G. Ongera N/A

187Stephen Moturi P.O. Box 1910, Kisii 210Charles Ochando P.O. Box 966, Nyamira

188Samson Mogaka N/A 211Richard Arori P.O. Box 1708, Kisii

189Hadson Stima P.O. Box 262, Kisii 212Robert Nyanyuki P.O. Box 1186, Kisii

190James Mokaya P.O. Box 2691, Kisii 213
Fred Omwenga
Machora P.O. Box 3444, Nyamira

191Darica Basweti P.O. Box 434, Kisii 214David Omwenga N/A

192Jaremmy Nyaanga P.O. Box 1246, Kisii 215Kennedy Omwenga P.O. Box 1294, Kisii

193Samson Obae P.O. Box 269, Kisii 216Benjamin Mochama P.O. Box 296, Kisii

194Wilson O. Bwomesa P.O. Box 202, Kisii 217Richard M. Mageto P.O. Box 446, Kisii

195Daniel G. Ariga P.O. Box 404, Kisii 218Alexander J. Nyanami P.O. Box 1246, Kisii

196Peter Moseti P.O. Box 1361, Kisii 219Francis Bundi P.O. Box 366, Kisii

197Geofrey Mochama P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 220Jemima Ondari P.O. Box 1653, Kisii

198Stanley Ombogo P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 221John M. Nyandiko P.O.Box 2584, Kisii

199
Benard Mokaya
Makoko P.O.Manga 222Mouko A.M. P.O. Box 2584, Kisii

200
Nicodemus M.
Nyakururu P.O. Box 1186, Nyamira 223Joseph Ogamba P.O. Box 1053, Kisii

201Elkanah Nyambati P.O. Box 1035, Kisii 224Alfred Aboga P.O. Box 202, Kisii

202Gideon Kibagendi P.O. Magombo 225Jeremiah Tai N/A

203Nemrod Kerosi P.O. Box 1245, Kisii 226Samweli Nyachio P.O. Box 490, Kisii

204
Gilbert Nyakundi
Bwokondo P.O. Box 519, Kisii 227Joel Atina N/A

205Agnes N. Gichana P.O. Box 1764, Kisii 228Simeon Ombagi P.O. Box 1186, Kisii

206Oando Richard P.O. Box 598, Kisii 229Charles Ombane P.O. Box 434, Kisii

230Nyangaina Nyakundi N/A 253Betty Nyariki P.O. Box 1191, Nyamira

231Gera Motende P.O. Box 1246, Kisii 254Cllr. Peter Atambo P.O. Box 1427, Kisii

232Lucy Onkoba P.O. Box 1805, Kisii 255Wilson Maboi P.O. Box 519, Kisii

233Pius Mose P.O. Box 416, Kisii 256Joseph Onkundi P.O. Box 762, Kisii

234Samwel Omwenga P.O. Box 519, Nyamira 257Benard Mokaya P.O. Box 1361, Kisii

235Muene Misati P.O. Box 1855, Kisii 258Isaac Oyugi P.O. Box 818, Kisii

236Henry Bikoro P.O. Tombe 259
Zachary Ombati
Gisiora P.O. Box 3977, Kisii

237Misati Nyamasege P.O. Box 580, Kisii 260Nahashon Nyapeni P.O. Box 1189, Nyamira

238Dr. Batwere Abubakar P.O. Box 1460, Kisii 261Isaach Mwamba P.O. Box 579, Kisii

239Clement Mungei P.O. Box 2026, Kisii 262Peter Obwoge Shem P.O. Box 446, Kisii

240Peterson Nyarieko P.O. Box 695, Kisii 263James Mangera P.O. Box 1245, Kisii

241George M. Kenanda P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 264Miikah Kerubo P.O. Tombe
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242James Asiago Onkundi P.O. Box 9762, Kisii 265Peter Nyandieka P.O. Box 1361, Kisii

243John Ogeto Onyancha P.O. Box 704, Tombe 266Samson Obiero P.O. Box 500, Nyamira

244Abraham Makana P.O. Box 296, Kisii 267Rose Ogamba P.O. Box 1653, Kisii

245Elijah Makori P.O. Box 1245, Kisii 268Thomas Omoro P.O. Box 368, Nyamira

246Hasan Ontita P.O. Box 2584, Kisii 269George Araka P.O. Box 519, Kisii

247
Samwel Ogana
Nyangau P.O. Box 140, Nyamira 270Kennedy Osoro P.O. Box 594, Kisii

248Daniel Matara Marasi P.O. Box 1570, Nyamira 271James Nyakeoga P.O. Box 3561, Kisii

249
Isaiah Omwenga
Ondari P.O. Box 47, Kisii 272Micah Mokua P.O. Box 519, Kisii

250
Daniel Omosa
Momanyi P.O. Box 202, Kisii 273Charles Ogero P.O. Box 519, Kisii

251Gladys Obano P.O. Box 351, Kisii 274John Achira P.O. Box 1764, Kisii

252Daisy Moraa Arisi P.O. Box 519, Kisii 275Josiah Ragira P.O. Box 718, Kisii

276Laurence Makori P.O. Box 695, Kisii 299Daniel Onguti P.O. Box 3507, Kisii

277E. Nyangau Machora P.O. Box 88, Kisii 300Thomas O. Omwando P.O. Box 11, Keroka

278Kibeni Nyakundi P.O. Box 50019, Kisii 301Jackson T. Ombati P.O. Box 111, Keroka

279Daniel Orina P.O. Box 111, Keroka 302Daniel Ombwori P.O. Box 551, Kisii

280Henry Obaigwa P.O. Box 1186, Nyamira 303Nemwael Ratemo P.O. Box 580, Kisii

281Moses Mongumbu P.O. Box 351, Tombe 304Ndege Nyaayo P.O. Box 351, Kisii

282George Mitaki P.O. Box 166, Nyamira 305Bikondo Gesanda N/A

283EvansMochache P.O. Box 351, Kisii 306Florence Motanya P.O. Box 966, Nyamira

284John Kibagendi P.O. Box 2943, Kisii 307Nemuel Makori P.O. Box 2537, Kisii

285Daniel Mogaka P.O. Box 579, Kisii 308Grace Mobisa P.O. Box 579, Kisii

286Nackson Okemwa P.O. Box 1757, Kisii 309T. Samwel Nyarango P.O. Box 2943, Kisii

287Elijah Nyamweya P.O. Box 594, Kisii 310Nyangau Matara P.O. Box 519, Kisii

288Jones Omwenga P.O. Box 704, Kisii 311David Mokaya P.O. Box 1348, Kisii

289Daniel Mogaka P.O. Box 797, Kisii 312Beldina Mogaka P.O. Box 519, Kisii

290Jeremiah Nyambane P.O. Box 368, Nyamira 313Jairus M.B. Ogeto P.O. Box 966, Nyamira

291James Mokaya Obiria P.O. Box 366, Kisii 314Nalachi Nyarangi P.O. Box 2026, Kisii

292
Partrice Mirondia
Ombaye P.O. Box 416, Kisii 315John Ndiege P.O. Box 296. Losoo

293Ben Momanyi Ondieki P.O. Box 1764, Kisii 316Maingi Ongeri P.O. Box 519, Kisii

294Onsongo Wilfred P.O. Box 534, Kisii 317John Makori Ongeri P.O. Box 519, Kisii

295Jackson N. Asanyo P.O. Box 762,Kisii 318Joseph Ateka Ondieki P.O. Box 229, Kisii

296Daniel Makori N/A 319George Mageto P.O. Box 440, Kisii

297Daniel Matunda P.O. Box 11, Keroka 320Samwel Ngoko P.O. Box 2956, Kisii

298Fred Nyakundi P.O. Box 111, Keroka 321Nicholas Nyangau P.O. Box 1228, Nyamira

322Samwel N. Oroti P.O. Box 881, Kisii 345Joseph Moriasi P.O. Box 366, Kisii

323Joseph Atura N/A 346Elijah Moturi P.O. Box 704, Kisii

324Peter Mokua P.O. Box 351, Kisii 347Shadrack Obwocha P.O. Box 3392, Kisii

325
Thomas Kibiego
B.'Bosire P.O. Box 519, Kisii 348John Mokua P.O. Box 440, Kisii

326Penina Mogere P.O. Box 501, Kisii 349Victor N.O. Atuti P.O. Box 615, Nyamira

327G. M. Atandi P.O. Box 1855, Kisii 350
Kennedy Oginda
Omuya P.O. Box 704, Kisii

328Sarah Mochama P.O. Box 296, Kisii 351Peris Bosire P.O. Box 314, Kisii

329Nelson Omiti P.O. Box 1656, Kisii 352Robert Maete P.O. Box 1172, Kisii
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330Samson Ongiri Onsika P.O. Box 762, Kisii 353Jane B. Ogweche P.O. Box 2569, Kisii

331Livingstone Ogeto P.O. Box 2943, Kisii 354Elias Osinde Marasi P.O. Box 767, Nyamira

332Jackson Kiyuka P.O. Box 830, Kisii 355Nelson Ongeri Ogaro P.O. Box 1229, Kisii

333Lidya Masara P.O. Box 88, Kisii 356
Elijah Momanyi M.
Ogora P.O. Box 594, Kisii

334James Omote P.O. Box 2800, Kisii 357Peter Mokaya P.O. Box 1470, Kisii

335Nyangau Kingoina P.O. Box 888, Kisii 358Nyakango Milcah P.O. Box 351, Kisii

336Zakaria Mokua P.O. Box 2038, Kisii 359Onkoba Elizabeth P.O. Box 351, Kisii

337Japheth Okenyuri P.O. Box 323, Kisii 360Ombagi Beatrice P.O. Box 351, Kisii

338Fred Nyakundi P.O. Box 296, Kisii 361Ombui Obiero P.O. Box 966, Kisii

339Josephine G. Mwencha P.O. Box 519, Kisii 362Perminus Maroro P.O. Box 519, Kisii

340Ochwangi Jonathan P.O. Box 296, Kisii 363Norah Moraa P.O. Box 519, Kisii

341Jeremia N. Ombega P.O. Box 1186, Nyamira 364Monicah Momanyi P.O. Box 695, Kisii

342Ben Mobisa P.O. Box 2771, Kisii 365Kennedy Nyamumbo P.O. Box 2943, Kisii

343Abel N. Ondieki P.O. Box 366, Kisii 366Harrison Kerage P.O. Box 966, Nyamira

344Joel Ongeri P.O. Box 3561, Kisii 367Wilson Abuya P.O. Box 579, Kisii

368Lawrence Tabichi P.O. Box 446, Kisii 391Samwel Auka P.O. Box 579, Kisii

369Luke Nyaanga P.O. Box 2026, Kisii 392Gilber Apoko Ontobo P.O. Tombe

370Rael Kerage P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 393Peter N. Angwenyi P.O. Box 1460, Kisii

371Grace Mongeresa P.O. Box 145, Nyamira 394Andrew Makori P.O. Box 966, Nyamira

372Grace Michira P.O. Box 145, Nyamira 395Justus Omiti P.O. Box 351, Kisii

373Zaphaniah Matura P.O. Box 519, Kisii 396Elijah Motuka P.O. Box 1419, Kisii

374Ben Abuga Omwega P.O. Box 296, Kisii 397Justin Kibagendi P.O. Box 715, Kisii

375Stephen Anyona P.O. Box 579, Kisii 398Stanley Omuya P.O. Box 704, Kisii

376Joel Omao P.O. Box 704, Kisii 399Nyamweya Omwere N/A

377Nafital M. Omoro P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 400Pauline Atinah P.O. Box 490, Kisii

378Benard N. Mongare P.O. Box 715, Kisii 401Samwel Mokaya P.O. Box 1626, Kisii

379Anne Nyanchera P.O. Box 1155, Nyamira 402Ateka M.J. Ngongo P.O.Box 440, Kisii

380
Nemwel Omwenga
Mogaka P.O. Box 66, Nyamira 403George Onchwari P.O. Box 88, Kisii

381Joash Mokaya Juma P.O. Box 1156, Nyamira 404Benard Ogeto P.O. Box 1361, Kisii

382Fredrick Onchanda P.O. Box 1683, Kisii 405Fred Mokaya P.O. Box 1361, Kisii

383Evans M. Oyugi P.O. Box 519, Kisii 406Andrew Omuya P.O. Box 704, Nyamira

384Peter Asanyo P.O. Box 715, Kisii 407Janet B. Misiani P.O. Box 368, Nyamira

385Jairus Osoro P.O. Box 202, Kisii 408Joel O. Atuti P.O. Box 1191, Nyamira

386Simeon Omuya Ariga P.O. Box 704, Kisii 409Daniel Omesa P.O. Tombe

387Josephath Marita P.O. Box 881,Kisii 410Daniel Omangi P.O. Box 3029, Kisii

388Erick Nyambane P.O. Box 881,Kisii 411Stakus Aroni P.O. Box 57, Kisii

389James Mogaka P.O. Box 813, Kisii 412Humprey Irandi P.O. Box 2026, Kisii

390Samwel S. Nyakururu P.O. Box 1186, Kisii 413Zadock Nyambane P.O. Box 966, Nyamira

414SamsonOgechi P.O. Box 797, Nyamira 437Askah Kingoina P.O. Box 1222, Kisii

415Richard Nyakeri P.O. Box 473, Kisii 438Josphet Misati P.O. Box 2071, Kisii

416Joseph Nyandika P.O. Box 1570, Kisii 439Edward Ogeto P.O. Box 966, Kisii

417Joseph Ochanda P.O. Box 1842, Nyamira 440Samwel Nyamaeta P.O. Box 966, Kisii

418Elijah Achira P.O. Box 1855 Nyamira 441Kennedy Ombui P.O. Box 966, Kisii

419William Ochiengi P.O. Box 1420, Nyamira 442Samson Mayo P.O. Box 10, Omogach
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420Richard Kibagendi P.O. Box 353, Nyamira 443Joel Mosoti P.O. Box  1910, Kisii

421Simeon Obwocha P.O. Box 1361, Kisii 444Makori Daniel P.O. Box 704, Kisii

422John Momanyi P.O. Box 1910, Kisii 445Jeremiah Momanyi P.O. Box 35, Kisii

423Wilson Ongera P.O. Box 590, Kisii 446John O. Ariemo P.O. Box 351, Kisii

424Charles Ongera P.O. Box 490, Kisii 447Samwel Mokua P.O. Box 35, Kisii

425Jeriah Nyaayo P.O. Box 1232, Kisii 448Samwel Ogeto P.O. Box 704, Kisii

426Richard Orwaru P.O. Box 1161, Kisii 449Vicncent Simba P.O.Box 416, Kisii

427Nelson Obwaya P.O. Box 33, MGBO 450Wilfred Ayera Omoro P.O. Box 1294, Kisii

428Mose Peterson P.O. Box 580, Kisii 451Lucianah N.Nyaigoti P.O. Box 440, Kisii

429Joel B. Kebaya P.O. Box 296, Kisii 452Rael Sagero P.O. Box 1460, Kisii

430Esther Moraa P.O. Box 351, Kisii 453IsaackOnkundi P.O. Box 966, Kisii

431Rebecah Moraa P.O. Box 351, Kisii 454George Ayega P.O.Box 35, Kisii

432Riro Nyarera P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 455Nyarangi Ombui P.O. Box 966, Kisii

433Agnes Nyaoma P.O. Box 444, Kisii 456Macharia Gichana P.O. Box 519, Kisii

434Alice Moige P.O. Box 444, Kisii 457Jafferson Osiemo P.O. Box 752, Kisii

435Grace Nyamoko P.O. Box 17, Kisii 458Peter Arumba P.O. Box 966, Kisii

436Joel Motanya P.O. Box 366, Kisii 459Nimrod Kerosi P.O. Box 1245, Kisii

460John Mokaya P.O. Box 51, Magombo 483Evans Onyari Mogare P.O. Box 440, Kisii

461Jared Mokaya P.O. Box  1910, Kisii 484John Ombati P.O. Box 1757, Kisii

462Obiria Mayani P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 485Joseph Makori P.O. Box 519, Kisii

463Joash Akunga P.O. Tombe 486Charles Anunda P.O. Box 397, Kisii

464Peterson Nyakeri P.O. Box 519, Kisii 487Chrisantus Apiri MosetiP.O. Box 1562, Kisii

465Samwel O. Maina P.O. Box 1570, Kisii 488Hellen Nyanchama P.O. Box 956, Kisii

466Judith K. Obure P.O. Box 579, Kisii 489
Christopher
Nyachienga P.O. Box 576, Kisii

467Eunice Mobisa P.O. Box 2771, Kisii 490Wilson Mosoti Omoro P.O. Box 519, Kisii

468Wilfred Omundi P.O. Box 960, Kisii 491Gervese O. Mochama P.O. Box 1361, Kisii

469Norah Nyabeta P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 492Samwel Nyaayo P.O. Box 1460, Kisii

470Makori Nyamweya P.O. Box 2026, Kisii 493Jasper Nyaberi P.O. Box 519, Kisii

471Maringa Sasati P.O. Box 580, Kisii 494Samson Momanyi P.O.Box 966, Kisii

472Rebecca Mongina N/A 495
David Ondieki
Nyakundi P.O.Box 577, Kisii

473
Samson Nyangau
Okiolla P.O. Box 1056, Kisii 496Grace R. Nyamoko P.O.Box 519, Kisii

474Sospeter Maera P.O. Box 2026, Kisii 497Joel Atuti Omwoyo P.O. Box 88, Kisii

475
Julius Momanyi
Nyakwama P.O. Box 1056, Kisii 498Zakayo Mokaya Orina P.O. Box 704, Tombe

476Eunice Nyambane P.O. Box 351, Kisii 499Peter Turungi P.O.Box 366, Kisii

477Sarah Nyariki P.O. Box 351, Kisii 500Samwel Ogamba P.O. Box 1956, Kisii

478
Samwel M.
Nyansimora P.O. Box 2, Nyamira 501Gilbert Moire P.O. Box 202, Kisii

479Yobesh Ogero Onduso P.O. Box 2, Nyamira 502Abel Matoke P.O. Box 153, Kisii

480
Micah Momanyi
Omwenga P.O. Box 158, Kisii 503Allson Ongera P.O. Box 1460, Kisii

481Sarah Momanyi P.O. Box 158, Kisii 504Dinah Ogeto P.O. Box 966, Nyamira

482Jane M.Aboko P.O. Tombe 505John Omoro P.O. Box 672, Kisii

506Peter Nyamwaro P.O. Box 672, Kisii 525John Omokaya P.O. Box 579, Kisii

507Nyakundi Kibegwa P.O. Box 1956, Kisii 526James Onchiri P.O. Box 416, Kisii
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508Sadrack Okinyi P.O.Box 351, Kisii 527Elijah Makori P.O. Box 1245, Kisii

509Christopher Aboko P.O. Box 351, Kisii 528Martha Abel P.O. Box 351, Kisii

510Richard M.Momanyi P.O. Box 519, Kisii 529Enock Omwenga P.O. Box 1191, Naymir

511John Moruye P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 530Thomas S. Ondieki P.O. Box 202, Riogoro

512Shem Mombinya P.O.Box 366, Kisii 531Makori Vincent P.O. Box 366, Kisii

513Totari Komwaga P.O. Box 966, Nyamira 532Mokua Exekiel P.O. Box 366, Kisii

514Joel Ochengo P.O. Box 490, Kisii 533Ndungu John Wamuiru P.O. Box 351, Kisii

515Josiah Mayaka P.O. Box 704, Kisii 534Nyariki P.O. Box 351, Kisii

516Robert Bosire P.O. Box 1082, Nyamira 535Nelson Ogari P.O. Box 579, Kisii

517Samwel Nyandwaro P.O.Box 35, Kisii 536
Nyandika Johnson
Moriasi P.O. Box 351, Kisii

518Matundura Yohana P.O. Tombe 537Nyangoto George P.O. Box 351, Kisii

519George Motuka P.O. Box 519, Kisii 538Nyakerario Jacque P.O. Box 351, Kisii

520Lidya Nyaboke P.O. Box 1764, Kisii 539Makore Mingare P.O. Box 59, Gesima

521Ben Gikoyo P.O. Box 519, Kisii 540Dominic O. Mingate P.O. Box 519, Kisii

522Anthony Mosoti P.O. Box 519, Kisii 541David Masora P.O. Box 920, Kisii

523Ezekiel O. Mireri P.O. Box 1035, Kisii 542Isaya Obae P.O. Box 296, Kisii

524George M. Ogamba P.O. Box 1653, Kisii 543Henry Ongeri P.O. Box 296, Kisii
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